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Abstract
Hypersonic flight is generally considered greater than Mach 5 and represents
an important frontier in aircraft capabilities. Difficulties arise because hypersonic
flow differs from supersonic and subsonic flow, driving a need for different hypersonic
aircraft configurations, as evidenced by the history of hypersonic flight. To assist
in beginning the conceptual design of hypersonic aircraft, a process is outlined for
hypersonic design initialization based on historical aircraft data and primarily com-
posed of design data and regression models. It is a rapid, low-fidelity analysis to
provide a starting point for the conceptual design process by assessing vehicle type,
providing initial estimates for weights and geometry with uncertainty, and explor-
ing changes in estimates with design spaces. Using this framework, an initial set of
reasonable aircraft configurations is obtained based on speed, altitude, and payload
requirements. The initialization process is outlined for rocket-powered, air-launched
hypersonic vehicles, but additional design data and regression models are provided for
other types of hypersonic vehicles. An example is provided to demonstrate how the
outlined process would be used to begin the conceptual design of a new hypersonic
aircraft with a given set of mission requirements.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
On December 17, 1903, Wilbur and Orville Wright cemented their names in
history books by flying their airplane across the sands near Kitty Hawk [9]. They
changed the world by solving the problem of flight. Since then, humanity has contin-
ually sought to push the bounds of flight. For the rest of the twentieth and on into
the twenty-first century, advances in aircraft technology and progress in fundamental
research have enabled the development of aircraft that fly progressively faster and
higher. This has led researchers to one of the most important frontiers of flight: hy-
personics. Hypersonic speeds are generally considered greater than Mach 5, although
this is not a strict definition, as discussed further in section 1.1 [2]. The first man-
made object to fly at hypersonic speeds was the second stage of a V-2 rocket (called
the WAC Corporal) on February 24, 1949 [2]. But it would not be until April 12,
1961 that the first human would fly at hypersonic speeds, when Flight Major Yuri
Gagarin entered the atmosphere going at least Mach 25 in the Vostok spacecraft [2].
Not long after, on June 23, 1961, Major Robert White flew an X-15 at hypersonic
speeds for the first time, reaching Mach 5.3 [2]. This X-15 flight would mark the first
time a manned airplane (as opposed to spacecraft) reached hypersonic speeds.
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Despite the progress in hypersonic flight technology since the 1960’s, practical
hypersonic flight remains an important technological frontier. Since the X-15, most
hypersonic aircraft been experimental, leaving practical and commonplace hypersonic
flight as a goal for the future [2]. Such technology has countless applications, includ-
ing national defense, space access, and global transportation. However, difficulties
arise because hypersonic flow differs from supersonic and subsonic flow in several
respects, driving a need for substantially different configurations for hypersonic ve-
hicles compared to supersonic vehicles [2]. This is observed in a survey of current
hypersonic, supersonic, and subsonic aircraft, which is discussed further in section
1.1 [2]. The unique conditions experienced by hypersonic aircraft provide additional
challenges to the aircraft design process for hypersonics. A low-fidelity design ini-
tialization process can assist in starting the conceptual design process for hypersonic
aircraft by establishing a reasonable design starting point based on mission require-
ments.
Hypersonic conceptual design methodologies are discussed extensively in [6],
but no clear, low-fidelity process has been presented that can be used by a designer
during the beginning of the design process for a new hypersonic aircraft. Current
approaches to hypersonic vehicle design initialization include referring to experts for
their opinions and interpolation between existing designs. A more rigorous quantita-
tive approach is desired to support the hypersonic vehicle design process. To address
this need, the primary objective of this research was to develop rapid, low-fidelity
analysis methods (together comprising a process) for initializing the conceptual de-
sign of hypersonic aircraft. More detailed objectives are listed in section 1.4. The
primary approach was to utilize regression models based on historical aircraft data.
The methods developed based on these regression models use information about his-
torical supersonic and hypersonic aircraft to inform the initial design configurations
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for new aircraft. A quantitative approach like that presented in this thesis produces
several desirable outcomes: accelerating the design process, avoiding unforeseen prob-
lems later in the design cycle, providing initial parameter estimates that can later be
refined, and allowing initial design space exploration. The following sections expand
on the relevant background, need, approach, and objectives for the work presented in
this thesis.
1.1 Hypersonic Flight
Hypersonic flight is generally defined as faster than Mach 5, but this is not a
very precise definition [2]. While the transition from subsonic to supersonic is clear,
the transition from supersonic to hypersonic is less so. John D. Anderson, in his book
Hypersonic and High Temperature Gas Dynamics [2], explains that hypersonic flow
is not as simple as greater than Mach 5: “Rather, hypersonic flow is best defined
as that regime where certain physical flow phenomena become progressively more
important as Mach number is increased to higher values. In some cases, one or more
of these phenomena may become important above Mach 3, whereas in other cases
they many not be compelling until Mach 7 or higher.” He goes on to define four
major characteristics of hypersonic flow over a body: a thin shock layer, an entropy
layer, viscous interaction, and high-temperature flows.
First, hypersonic flow includes a thin shock layer, where shock waves lie close
to the body [2]. Second, an entropy layer develops over the body, starting with strong
entropy gradients at the leading edge [2]. This entropy layer affects the boundary
layer and makes it hard to predict performance [2]. Third, the thick boundary layer
and the inviscid flow outside the boundary layer both affect each other in what is
termed viscous interaction [2]. While at low speeds, the BL thickness is inversely
3
proportional to the Reynolds number, at hypersonic speeds, high temperatures (pro-
ducing increased viscosity and reduced density) contribute to an increased boundary
layer thickness, leading to viscous interaction [2]. Anderson [2] notes that “Viscous
interactions can have important effects on the surface pressure distribution, hence lift,
drag, and stability on hypersonic vehicles. Moreover, skin friction and heat transfer
are increased by viscous interaction.” Fourth, viscous dissipation produces extremely
high temperatures [2]. An important result of the high temperatures is the excitation
of molecules, which produces a chemically reacting boundary layer (this can include
dissociation of oxygen and nitrogen molecules and ionization of oxygen and nitrogen
atoms) [2]. A boundary layer of this nature is known to influence lift, drag, and
moments on hypersonic vehicles [2]. But the most significant implication of the high
temperatures is intense aerodynamic heating, which occurs by both convection and
radiation [2]. Each of these four characteristics distinguishes hypersonic flow from
subsonic and supersonic flow. A final point of distinction is that hypersonic vehicles
often experience low-density flow due to the high altitudes they fly at [2]. But this
is a function of altitude rather than speed, so it is not necessarily part of hypersonic
flow.
Accounting for the differences between hypersonic flow and supersonic or sub-
sonic flow presents a difficult and exciting challenge for aircraft designers. Given
these differences, it is not surprising that hypersonic vehicle designs tend to be differ-
ent from supersonic and subsonic designs. Hypersonic vehicles must be designed for
the characteristics of hypersonic flow previously discussed, and the designs will dis-
tinguish themselves accordingly. Unique flow characteristics and speed requirements
drive the need for uniquely hypersonic vehicle designs. A survey of historic aircraft is
helpful in understanding distinctions between hypersonic aircraft and other aircraft.
Anderson [2] points to the most important distinction based on this survey:
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“For subsonic and supersonic aircraft, the components for providing lift (the wings),
propulsion (the engines and nacelles), and volume (the fuselage) are not strongly cou-
pled with each other. They are separate and distinct components, easily identifiable
by looking at the airplane; moveover, they can be treated as separate aerodynamic
bodies with only a moderate interaction when they are combined in the total air-
craft. Modern hypersonic aerodynamic design is exactly the opposite.” Rather than
a sum of several parts, hypersonic aircraft tend to be much more integrated systems.
Regarding hypersonic aircraft design, Anderson [2] continues to explain that, for
hypersonic aircraft, “The components to generate lift, propulsion and volume are not
separate from each other; rather, they are closely integrated in the same overall lifting
shape, in direct contrast to conventional subsonic and supersonic vehicle design.”
It is clear, then, that different designs are required for hypersonics vehicles.
While new and innovative designs must be developed, past hypersonic aircraft designs
give us valuable insight into what has previously worked for hypersonic vehicles of
various types. Not only can past hypersonic designs point to unique design charac-
teristics, but they can also provide a basis for developing reasonable future designs.
This idea of using information about aircraft from the past to inform new aircraft
designs will be further developed in the following sections.
A consequence of the uniqueness of hypersonic vehicle design is that different
parameters tend to become more significant during the design process. For example,
more emphasis is placed on volume, as this has significant implications for drag [6].
Often a greater volume of fuel is necessary to reach higher speeds, but this must be
balanced with the need to reduce drag. As a result τ = Vtotal
S1.5plan
is suggested to be
an important hypersonic parameter [6]. τ can be thought of as a sort of “volume
loading” along the lines of the traditional wing loading parameter W
S
. But τ is also
a slenderness parameter, as a larger value results in a bulkier aircraft, and a smaller
5
value results in a more slender aircraft [6].
1.2 Conceptual Design Initialization
Aircraft design is a long and rigorous process to completion, involving several
broad stages and often many design iterations. The entire design process for the
development of new aircraft starts with mission requirements, which are based on the
purpose of the aircraft. The mission requirements for an aircraft are the collection of
desired performance characteristics for the aircraft to accomplish its purpose. These
performance characteristics can include, but are not limited to, maximum and cruise
speeds, altitude, payload, take-off and landing distances, and range. Not only will
different aircraft have different mission requirements, but different types of aircraft
will focus on different types of mission requirements. For example, a passenger aircraft
will likely focus on payload and range, while a military fighter might focus more on
speed and maneuverability. Starting with the mission requirements (or end goal),
the aircraft designer begins the process of developing an aircraft that can fulfill those
mission requirements.
Broadly, the aircraft design process can be divided into three parts: conceptual
design, preliminary design, and detailed design. Through each phase, the detail of the
design is increased, and all three phases are driven by the mission requirements that
have already been established. In his book Design of Aircraft [4], Thomas C. Corke
explains these three phases. “The conceptual design develops the first general size
and configuration for a new aircraft. It involves the estimates of the weights and the
choice of aerodynamic characteristics.” Following conceptual design, the preliminary
design phase “is a fine tuning of the conceptual design made through parametric
wind tunnel tests of scale aircraft models of the design. Some of the more difficult
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aspects to predict are tested in this phase.” If the design is approved to proceed, the
detailed design brings the aircraft plans to completion. “The detailed design involves
generating the detailed structural design of the aircraft. This involves every detail
needed to build the aircraft.”
Conceptual aircraft design methodologies for subsonic and supersonic aircraft
are covered in books such as those by Nicolai [11] and Corke [4]. These and other
books lay out procedures for determining the size and shape of major aircraft compo-
nents and estimating performance. Additionally, there is a plethora of software to aid
in conceptual design, including, but not limited to, software for analyzing weights,
trajectory, propulsion, controls, and aerodynamics. Conceptual design methodologies
specific to hypersnoics are discussed in [6].
But before the designer proceeds with in-depth conceptual design, some sort
of method is helpful to begin the conceptual design process. Ideally, the designer can
establish a starting point from which a more complete concept can be formulated. For
the purposes of this thesis, this process is termed “conceptual design initialization.”
It is an initial concept assessment that bridges the gap between a proposal (with
mission requirements) and the conceptual design process, as illustrated in figure 1.1.
Figure 1.1: The aircraft design process with conceptual design initialization.
On a practical level, the following questions arise:
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• What type of vehicle is best suited to meet the mission requirements?
• What values for design parameters are a reasonable starting point?
• How might altering certain design parameters affect other design parameters
and performance characteristics?
To clarify, for the purposes of this thesis, design parameters refer to those
parameters that describe how an aircraft is constructed, such as weights and geometry.
These are the output of an initialization process. Performance characteristics describe
how an aircraft performs (synonymous with mission requirements). These are the
input of an initialization process.
In quickly answering these questions, the designer can get an initial feel for
reasonable design parameter estimates, putting numbers on a page and beginning an
initial sketch for a design. From this starting point, the designer can proceed through
the conceptual design process, using higher fidelity models to further refine parameter
estimates and assess other aircraft characteristics. But the designer needs a method
to carry out this initialization process. Hence, the following question arises: what
criteria should the designer use when establishing a starting point?
Currently, there are two main approaches to this question for hypersonics.
The first is expert opinion, obtained from those that have been designing aircraft for
years. Experienced designers have valuable insight as to what might work well based
on their previous work. The second is perturbation or interpolation between existing
designs. While this is more in line with the approach this thesis takes (discussed
in section 1.3), it is not methodical. Neither of these approaches are particularly
rigorous or quantitative.
As such, a process to quantitatively bridge the gap between the design proposal
and the conceptual design phase are needed. It is certainly possible to immediately
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begin the conceptual design process, but design initialization can improve the hy-
personic conceptual design process in several ways. 1) It can accelerate the design
process by essentially “jump starting” the conceptual design phase. 2) It can avoid
unforeseen problems later in the design cycle. A problematic design aspect that would
likely not be proved to be such until later in the design process might be shown early
to be unreasonable. 3) It provides initial parameter estimates that can later be re-
fined, which is useful moving into the conceptual design phase. More detailed analysis
requires something to perform the analysis on. 4) It provides for initial design space
exploration by showing how the parameter estimates might be changed and what
affect that has on the desired performance characteristics. Design spaces allow the
designer to explore various design possibilities within the realm of what is reasonable.
1.3 Approach
The basic approach taken in this thesis for hypersonic conceptual design ini-
tialization is to use information about past hypersonic aircraft to inform new designs.
Specifically, this is accomplished by utilizing regression models based on historical
aircraft data. A benefit of this approach is that it is based on real hypersonic aircraft
that have worked, along with the extensive experience and testing to produce them.
Furthermore, it provides a more rigorous and quantitative procedure than other ap-
proaches that were discussed in section 1.2. Finally, since statistical methods are
used to build regression models, confidence intervals can be produced for the models,
capturing uncertainty for initial parameter estimates. This approach is made possible
by first constructing a database of high speed aircraft, after which regression models
are constructed based on the database.
This approach is loosely modeled after an Air Force Research Laboratory re-
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port [13] that provides design data and procedures for beginning the conceptual
design of fighters, bombers, and transports by establishing an initial aircraft config-
uration. These procedures are largely based on an extensive collection of historical
aircraft data and primarily expressed with simple, single variable regression models
[13]. While the procedures outlined in this thesis for hypersonic aircraft design dif-
fer, they rely on the same foundation: regression models based on historical aircraft
data. However, some important inclusions unique to this work are quantification of
uncertainty for design parameter estimates and design space exploration.
The primary limitation of this approach for hypersnoic aircraft design is the
lack of historical data. Few aircraft have flown at hypersonic speeds, which results in
few points of reference to work with. As such, caution is required when assessing the
data. Furthermore, it is difficult to obtain certain types of information about aircraft.
For example, volume is of interest for hypersonics, but this is often difficult to obtain
or estimate. This can result in high uncertainties for some regression models, but
the information is still valuable for two reasons. First, it is better to have some
data rather than nothing at all. Even if the data is sparse, it still provides valuable
information about what has worked before for hypersonic aircraft. Second, the entire
conceptual design initialization process is at a low fidelity level, so high uncertainty is
expected. During later design phases, higher fidelity models are used which decreased
uncertainty. The work presented in this thesis is not for comprehensive conceptual
design. Rather, it is merely to provide a starting point for more rigorous design
procedures.
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1.4 Objectives
Sections 1.1-1.3 have demonstrated the motivation, need, and approach for
a uniquely hypersonic process for conceptual design initialization. This leads to the
following two objectives for this thesis. Most of the methods and analysis are outlined
for rocket-powered, air-launched hypersonic vehicles, but relevant data and models
are also presented for other vehicle types.
Objective 1: Construct a database of high speed aircraft. This is the foundation
for all other work presented in this thesis. It includes identifying high speed aircraft,
finding information about them (design parameters and performance characteristics),
and recording/organizing all that information in a database. While this is a difficult
and time-consuming task, it was necessary to pave the way for the second objective.
The construction and details of this database are discussed in section 2
Objective 2: Use the database to develop rapid, low-fidelity analysis methods
comprising a design initialization process for hypersonics composed of three major
parts. The building blocks for these analysis methods are regression models con-
structed using the database. The background and presentation of the methods is
provided in section 3. Specifically, three parts of the process are desired to fulfill the
second objective, as illustrated in figure 1.2.
Figure 1.2: Three parts of the conceptual design initialization process for hypersonic
aircraft, all informed by the database.
Part 1: Vehicle type design spaces for assessing which vehicle type is most
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suitable for achieving certain performance characteristics. Realizing that there are
distinct types of hypersonic vehicles, it is useful to consider which vehicle type might
be best suited to different desired outcomes. However, if a desired vehicle type is
already known, then the designer might use this information to check that the desired
vehicle type is reasonable to fulfill the proposed mission requirements.
Part 2: Methods for postulating an initial reference aircraft configuration with
uncertainty. Starting with a set of mission requirements, regression models and equa-
tions are used to develop an initial aircraft configuration. The postulated aircraft
configuration is a set of initial low-fidelity estimates for geometry (size) and weights
that includes uncertainty bounds.
Part 3: Design spaces to explore changes in design parameters. Using tech-
niques to identify important design parameters (for desired outcomes) and construct-
ing design spaces with those parameters provides a way for the designer to consider
1) which parameters have the greatest effect on the desired outcomes and 2) how
changing those parameters will affect the desired outcomes. In short, this approach
considers variable importance, treats design parameters as interrelated, and allows
the designer to consider how the initial vehicle configuration might be altered.
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Chapter 2
Database
A database of high-speed aircraft data was constructed and is recorded in
Appendix A. The content focus of the database is geometric, weight, and performance
characteristics, and the data was categorized based on aircraft type. As much data
of this type as possible was collected to comprehensively describe the spectrum of
high-speed aircraft. This database serves as a foundation for the process developed
for hypersonic conceptual design initialization. Specifically, regression models used in
the design process, later outlined in section 3, were developed based on the categorized
data recorded in the database. The full extent and limitations of the database are
discussed in section 2.1. The organization of the database and sources used are
discussed in section 2.2. Finally, the initial assessment of the data is presented in
sections 2.4 and 2.3.
2.1 Extent and Limitations
There is an abundance of information on geometric, weight, and performance
characteristics for more traditional aircraft (like passenger aircraft), as many designs
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have been produced and successfully flown. However, few vehicles have flown at hy-
personic speeds, so data on that class of aircraft can be limited. To maximize the
amount of useful information acquired, both real aircraft and conceptual designs were
considered and included in the database. Furthermore, aircraft were included that
flew only supersonic rather than hypersonic. Generally, the vehicles included in the
database flew (or were designed to fly) faster than Mach 2 or were low-speed testbeds
for high-speed performance. Various hypersonic vehicle types are represented, includ-
ing rocket-powered, air-breathers, gliders, air-launched, runway-takeoff, and boosted.
Each vehicle is classified based on these and other parameters, such as whether it was
manned or not.
The data collected for all aircraft spans geometric, weight, and performance
characteristics. Parameters recorded include, but are not limited to, length, wingspan,
planform area, gross takeoff weight, fuel weight, payload weight, speed, range, and
altitude. From basic characteristics like these, other descriptive characteristics can be
calculated, such as weight ratios and geometric ratios. Select dimensionless parame-
ters are calculated and included in the database because of there known relevance in
aircraft design. All values are recorded in US Customary units as presented in the
nomenclature. Aircraft characteristics were divided into two primary categories, de-
sign parameters and performance characteristics, where design parameters describe
the aircraft design and performance characteristics describe how the aircraft per-
formed.
There are several limiting factors that affect the usefulness of information in
the database. First, many of the relevant aircraft characteristics were unavailable,
resulting in an incomplete database. That is, for a given aircraft, not all desired
characteristics are recorded. Depending on the desired data, gaps in the database
propagated as limitations in the design process. For example, a regression model for
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a given hypersonic vehicle type might be built using only three data points, despite the
fact that there are ten relevant vehicles. Second, the database includes vehicles that
have not flown at hypersonic speeds, thereby limiting the value contributed by the
database for the design of hypersonic aircraft. This is necessary simply because few
hypersonic aircraft exist, but it is a an important limitation to note when evaluating
design conclusions drawn from the data.
2.2 Organization and Sources
The database consists of 37 vehicles and the data associated with them, or-
ganized in such a way as to systematically categorize each vehicle and its associated
data. The aircraft are categorized by answering the following six questions:
• What is the means of propulsion?
• How is the aircraft launched?
• Was the aircraft manned?
• Did the aircraft use a booster?
• Was the aircraft a glider?
• Did the aircraft fly (as apposed to a design that never was flown)?
Most of the aircraft can be categorized into one of four major vehicle types.
These are primarily distinguished based on propulsion method and launch method.
Answering the previous questions for each aircraft informed the grouping of most
aircraft into one of the four major categories. Each category is labeled by “propulsion
method/launching method.” Whether or not the aircraft was manned is not directly
captured by these categories.
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1. Rocket/Air-Launched
2. Air-Breather/HTO (Horizontal Takeoff)
3. Air-Breather/Air-Launched/Booster
4. Glider/Rocket-Boosted
Each of these hypersonic vehicle types is unique to the degree that they must
be distinguished for meaningful evaluation. As such, the data for each of these cat-
egories was separated when building regression models. Rather then considering the
design initialization of hypersonic aircraft in general, design initialization for specific
hypersonic vehicle types is considered.
A “Rocket/Air-Launched” hypersonic vehicle is carried up to altitude under a
larger, slower aircraft (like a bomber) and then released to fly using rocket propulsion.
The primary example of such an aircraft is the X-15. It was carried to altitude under
the wing of a B-52, after which it detached and flew under its own rocket power [10].
This is perhaps the most successful type of hypersonic vehicle throughout the history
of hypersonic flight. For the purposes of this thesis, the fuel weight for this vehicle
type includes both fuel and oxidizer.
An “Air-Breather/HTO” hypersonic vehicle takes off horizontally on a run-
way and is powered by an air-breathing engine. Most modern aircraft fall into this
category, and the primary high-speed aircraft example is the SR-71. Currently, there
are no aircraft of this type that have flown at Mach 5, the fastest being the SR-71.
As such, this hypersonic vehicle type is more of a future concept, which is desired,
projected, and under development. It would likely involve combined cycle propulsion
that would use turbine based propulsion for low speeds and scramjet propulsion for
high speeds (pushing into the hypersonic range). For example, Lockheed Martin is
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reported to be developing a replacement for the SR-71 that would use combined cycle
engine technology and fly faster than Mach 5 [14]. Reusability and independent
takeoff are important advantages driving the development of this vehicle type.
An “Air-Breather/Air-Launched/Booster” hypersonic vehicle is attached to
the head of a rocket, which is carried up to altitude under a larger, slower aircraft.
The aircraft and rocket booster is then released, at which time the rocket boosts the
aircraft up to an even higher speed. Finally, the aircraft separates from the rocket
booster and flies using scramjet propulsion. The rocket booster serves to accelerate
the aircraft to supersonic speeds, which is necessary for the scramjet to operate.
Unlike a rocket, vehicles of this type do not need to carry an oxidizer, instead using
the surrounding air, which reduces the weight and volume dedicated to fuel. The
X-51 is the most recent example of this vehicle type, demonstrating the capabilities
of scramjet propulsion.
A “Glider/Rocket-Boosted” hypersonic vehicle (often labeled with the term
“boost-glide”) is launched from the ground by a vertical rocket booster and then
glides to its target. Rather than fly under some sort of propulsion power, a vehicle of
this type can simply glide at hypersonic speeds as it returns to earth. The Boeing X-
20 Dyna-Soar is an example of this vehicle type, although the program was canceled
before it could fly [10]. Alternatively, the glider and rocket booster could be carried
together under a larger, slower aircraft. The rocket booster then brings the glider to a
higher altitude and speed from which it can glide to its target. However, all the data
for this vehicle type involves gliders launched from the ground with vertical rocket
boosters.
It is important to note that all four hypersonic vehicle types described here are
relevant to the future of hypersonic flight. While these vehicle types have been around
for many years, they are still all being considered for current or future hypersonic
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designs. As such, there is value in considering each vehicle type for hypersonic design
initialization.
A concern arises regarding the relevance of historical aircraft data when de-
signing new, innovative high-speed aircraft. There are two responses to this. First,
this is not a new problem and has long been the case with aircraft design. Aircraft de-
sign books, such as those by Nicolai and Corke [11] [4], make use of historical aircraft
data. Second, the procedures presented in this thesis are for hypersonic conceptual
design initialization, the very beginning of the conceptual design process. The goal is
determine a reasonable starting place for the aircraft design process at a low-fidelity
level. This is merely a launching pad for the rest of the design process. Starting with
what has been known to work, new and innovative designs can be developed.
Regarding the sources of data for high-speed aircraft, information was gathered
from wherever it could be found. Detailed and sometimes even basic information was
surprisingly difficult to acquire. As such, sources covered a wide range: books, online
sources, old reports, geometric models, and estimation. While much of the informa-
tion is confirmed by multiple sources, not all data is verifiably reliable, introducing
a level of uncertainty as to their accuracy. While model uncertainty is addressed in
section 3, uncertainty of the data itself is not considered. For the purposes of this
thesis, the data are assumed to be correct.
2.3 Variable Importance
With a high-speed aircraft database in place, the data were analyzed on the
basis of variable importance to investigate the relationships between different vari-
ables and gain fundamental insights about which are important for design. Variable
importance is a relative measure of how important variables are in predicting a certain
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outcome. As such, variable importance is intrinsically tied to modeling, models being
the predictive tools. For this work, the following question is of interest: which design
parameters are most important for predicting performance characteristics? The ob-
jective is to determine which design parameter choices have the greatest impact on
performance characteristics.
But variable importance is merely a predictive measure based on the given
data. Assigning important variables appropriate values does not necessarily cause the
desired outcome. Still, the variable importance metric does indicate that there is a
strong modeling relationship between the variable and an outcome and that choosing
appropriate design parameters values could be important as part of attaining the
desired performance characteristics.
These results inform the development of multivariable regression models in sec-
tion 3, and the fundamental insights may be useful to designers as they consider which
design decisions and what parameters might have the greatest impact on performance.
However, this analysis of variable importance is limited by the quantity of data, partic-
ularly for Air-Breather/Air-Launched/Booster and Glider/Rocket-Boosted vehicles,
as each of these only has three representative vehicles. This results in a large uncer-
tainty for these vehicle types when evaluating trends and the importance of certain
design parameters in predicting performance characteristics.
Variable importance is calculated using the “varImp” function as part of the
caret package in R. This function calculated the relative importance of each design
parameter in predicting a given performance characteristic. Each relative importance
value is scaled to be between 0 and 100. Variable importance can be evaluated using
both model specific and model independent metrics [8]. In the first case, information
from a specific model is used to evaluate variable importance based on how that
model uses each predictor to predict an outcome. However, only select models have
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a metric available for evaluation. More generally, model independent metrics can be
used to estimate variable importance. For regression (as apposed to classification),
this is done in one of two ways. A model fit of some sort is still necessary to evaluate
the relationship between predictors and the outcome, and this can be either linear
or non-linear. If a linear model fit is used, “the absolute value of the t-value for the
slope of the predictor is used” to evaluate variable importance [8]. For the non-linear
case, “a loess smoother is fit between the outcome and the predictor. The R2 statistic
is calculated for this model against the intercept only null model. This number is
returned as a relative measure of variable importance” [8].
A loess smoother fit is defined in the following way: “Loess regression is a
nonparametric technique that uses local weighted regression to fit a smooth curve
through points in a scatter plot” [16]. Although this is not a regression technique used
later in section 3, it offers a method for evaluating variable importance while capturing
non-linear trends. For the regression models used in the initialization process, simpler
models are preferred that still represent the relationship well.
For the Rocket/Air-Launched vehicle data, variable importance plots were
produced using the non-linear method. Not all of the data follows linear trends,
as shown in the correlation matrix in figure 2.12, so this was the preferred option.
However, the other three vehicle types do not have enough data points to use the non-
linear method, so the linear method was instead used to evaluate variable importance.
2.3.1 Variable Importance for Rocket/Air-Launched Hyper-
sonic Vehicles
Figures 2.1-2.3 show relative variable importance in predicting three perfor-
mance characteristics for Rocket/Air-Launched hypersonic vehicles. Three additional
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design parameters are included that are not included for the other three vehicle types:
Vtotal, Swet, and τ . Values for these parameters were not found for any other vehicle
types (and are still incomplete for Rocket/Air-Launched vehicles). In figures 2.1-2.3,
“W to” is equivalent to GTOW , gross takeoff weight.
Figure 2.1: Variable importance for design parameters in predicting Mmax for
Rocket/Air-Launched hypersonic vehicles.
Figure 2.1 shows that both fuel weight (WF ) and its non-dimensional form,
fuel fraction (ff), are among the most important design parameters in predicting
maximum Mach number (Mmax), their importance due to the need for sufficient fuel
capacity to propel an aircraft to increasingly high speeds. This is particularly true
for Rocket/Air-Launched vehicles, which have no booster and carry both fuel and
oxidizer. Aspect ratio is also an important design parameter. Surprisingly, Vtotal and
τ are ranked relatively low. This is contrary to expectations, as volume is considered
important parameter for hypersonics [6]. When trying to achieve hypersonic flight,
there is a tension between the need for fuel capacity (and thus volume) but also the
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need for slenderness to reduce drag. The low rankings for volume parameters could
in part be due to limited data for these particular parameters.
Figure 2.2: Variable importance for design parameters in predicting WP for
Rocket/Air-Launched hypersonic vehicles.
According to figure 2.2, length is the most important design parameter in
predicting payload weight capacity (WP ). This is likely because length serves as a
general indicator of the size of an aircraft. Larger aircraft will tend to have the space
to carry larger payloads.
Figure 2.3 presents six design parameters that all are relatively important in
predicting maximum altitude (Amax). It is not clear why length is first, but the
structural factor makes sense as the aircraft will need to have less weight dedicated
to structure and more weight dedicated to fuel to reach higher altitudes. This is
emphasized again by both fuel weight parameters (WF and ff) being important.
Figures 2.2 and 2.3 both rank Vtotal and τ low on the importance scale, similar
to figure 2.1. Clearly then, the data does not indicate much importance for these
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Figure 2.3: Variable importance for design parameters in predicting Amax for
Rocket/Air-Launched hypersonic vehicles.
design parameters in predicting these three performance characteristics. Aspect ratio,
however, is important for predicting all three performance characteristics.
2.3.2 Variable Importance for Air-Breather/Air-Launched/Booster
Hypersonic Vehicles
Figures 2.4 and 2.5 show relative variable importance in predicting two per-
formance characteristics for Air-Breather/Air-Launched/Booster hypersonic vehicles.
Payload weight is not included because all three representative vehicles carried no
payload. It is therefore meaningless for any design parameters to be important in
predicting payload weight. Furthermore, there are only 3 reference vehicles for this
vehicle type as opposed to 12 for Rocket/Air-Launched vehicles. As such, the variable
importance plots have less data-driven integrity than the previous plots.
Figure 2.4 shows length is the most important design parameter in predicting
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Mmax. It is not immediately clear why this is the case, but it could be connected
to the form of the aircraft and the need to reduce drag. Figure 2.5 shows structural
factor is the most important design parameter in predicting Amax, which makes sense
for the same reasons stated for Rocket/Air-Launched vehicles.
Figure 2.4: Variable importance for design parameters in predicting Mmax for Air-
Breather/Air-Launched/Booster hypersonic vehicles.
Figure 2.5: Variable importance for design parameters in predicting Amax for Air-
Breather/Air-Launched/Booster hypersonic vehicles.
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2.3.3 Variable Importance for Air-Breather/HTO Hypersonic
Vehicles
Figures 2.6-2.8 show relative variable importance in predicting three perfor-
mance characteristics for Air-Breather/HTO hypersonic vehicles. WF is shown to be
the most important variable for predicting Mmax, while WE and WF are most impor-
tant for predicting WP and Amax, respectively. It seems that weights are particularly
important for predicting performance characteristics.
Figure 2.6: Variable importance for design parameters in predicting Mmax for Air-
Breather/HTO hypersonic vehicles.
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Figure 2.7: Variable importance for design parameters in predicting WP for Air-
Breather/HTO hypersonic vehicles.
Figure 2.8: Variable importance for design parameters in predicting Amax for Air-
Breather/HTO hypersonic vehicles.
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2.3.4 Variable Importance for Glider/Rocket-Boosted Hy-
personic Vehicles
Figures 2.9-2.11 show relative variable importance in predicting three perfor-
mance characteristics for Glider/Rocket-Boosted hypersonic vehicles. AR is shown
to be the most important variable for predicting Mmax, while sf and AR are most
important for predicting WP and Amax, respectively. However, the nature of the data
results in a very dominant design parameter for predicting both WP and Amax.
Figure 2.9: Variable importance for design parameters in predicting Mmax for
Glider/Rocket-Boosted hypersonic vehicles.
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Figure 2.10: Variable importance for design parameters in predicting WP for
Glider/Rocket-Boosted hypersonic vehicles.
Figure 2.11: Variable importance for design parameters in predicting Amax for
Glider/Rocket-Boosted hypersonic vehicles.
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2.4 Correlations
A correlation matrix for each vehicle type was used to offer a broad overview
of the relationships between all design parameters and performance characteristics.
A correlation matrix provides both visualization of data and assessment of parameter
relationships all in one figure. Data is visualized in scatter plots, and parameter rela-
tionships are assessed based on the correlation coefficient. The information from the
correlation matrices is used to inform regression models for the hypersonic conceptual
design initialization process outlined in section 3.
The upper right of the plot shows the absolute value of the correlation, equiva-
lent to the Pearson correlation coefficient [12]. The correlation coefficient is a metric
to assess the linear association between two variables, with ±1 representing a perfect
linear correlation [7]. Accordingly, a linear regression model is considered reliable in
describing the data if the following is true: ±0.9 < r ≤ ±1, where r is the correlation
coefficient [7]. The stars represent the significance level of the correlation (based on
the p-value), and the lower left of the plot shows scatter plots of the data with fitted
lines [12].
All correlation matrices were created using the PerformanceAnalytics package
in R. Each correlation matrix includes both performance characteristics and design
parameters. However, if only two data points for a variable are available, that variable
is not included because the correlation coefficient is simply 1 or −1 by default. This
is most limiting for Air-Breather/Air-Launched/Booster hypersonic vehicles. Addi-
tionally, fuel weight and fuel fraction were not included for Glider/Rocket-Boosted
vehicles, as gliders do not carry any fuel.
The correlation coefficient does not provide a complete picture of the variable
relationships because it only considers the linear association between two variables.
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There could be other accurate non-linear models to represent certain relationships.
The scatter plot visualization is helpful in considering other useful models. Further-
more, high correlation between two variables does not necessarily imply cause and
effect [7]. Rather, it is only a measure of association between two variables [7].
For example, maximum Mach number and fuel fraction (ff) are highly correlated
for Rocket/Air-Launched vehicles, but that does not necessarily mean that a choos-
ing a particular ff will cause a particular Mmax. However, it does indicated that
Rocket/Air-Launched vehicles flying at particular Mach numbers tend to have cer-
tain fuel fractions, and this is useful information to consider for hypersonic aircraft
design.
Figures 2.12-2.15 are the correlation matrices, with the previous clarifications,
for all four hypersonic vehicle types. While no further comments on the correlation
matrices are provided in this section, the results are used in the formulation of regres-
sion models in section 3. Furthermore, the correlation matrices may be referenced
by the designer for the purposes of hypersonic aircraft design, independent of the
initialization process outlined in this thesis.
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Figure 2.12: Correlation matrix of design parameters and performance characteristics
for Rocket/Air-Launched hypersonic vehicles.
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Figure 2.13: Correlation matrix of design parameters and performance characteristics
for Air-Breather/Air-Launched/Booster hypersonic vehicles.
Figure 2.14: Correlation matrix of design parameters and performance characteristics
for Air-Breather/HTO hypersonic vehicles.
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Figure 2.15: Correlation matrix of design parameters and performance characteristics
for Glider/Rocket-Boosted hypersonic vehicles.
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Chapter 3
Design
The proceeding section outlines methods that can be used for the design ini-
tialization process. The database is the foundation for much this work. This section
is the core of the thesis, providing a framework for hypersonic conceptual design ini-
tialization that the designer can use for hypersonic aircraft design. While the data
are limited, it illustrates a process that can be made more rigorous with additional
data.
The design initialization process is most rigorous for Rocket/Air-Launched
vehicles because of greater quantity and breadth of data. The process was developed
primarily for and around this vehicle type, but it has been extended to other vehicles
types as well. The data and models for other vehicle types stem from the framework
presented for Rocket/Air-Launched vehicles.
Section 3.1 describes the development of regression models using the database,
including the quantification of uncertainty. Section 3.2 presents a means for assessing
which hypersonic vehicle type is most suited to given mission requirements. Section
3.3 provides a method for developing an initial reference configuration. Finally, section
3.4 presents design spaces for exploring changes in design parameters.
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In general, the approach is similar to that stated in [6]: “Given the mission,
a reference vehicle is postulated and defined by adequately selecting key parameters.
Then, a series of design spaces are consturcted using these key parameters. Con-
vergence to a vehicle design is sought based on the influence of these parameters on
vehicle performance as calculated and plotted on the design spaces.” Both a reference
vehicle and design spaces used, but convergence is not sought at this stage. The
objective here is initialization - to do this at a low fidelity level, primarily based on
historical aircraft data.
Every design begins with mission requirements that define the objectives of the
future aircraft. This process uses three performance characteristics for the mission re-
quirements: maximum Mach number (Mmax), maximum altitude (Amax), and payload
weight (WP ). Cruise Mach number and range would ideally be included too. How-
ever, since so many past hypersonic vehicles were primarily attempting to reach high
speeds, there is very little data on cruise Mach number. Range suffers from a differ-
ent difficulty: range types for vehicles vary depending on their purpose. For example,
many experimental hypersonic aircraft only flew for a few minutes (time metric), as
the objective was merely to reach a certain speed. Alternatively, a more functional
aircraft like the SR-71 might have a range of several thousand miles (distance metric).
Future work would ideally include these two performance characteristics as part of
the mission requirements.
The design parameters included in this process are the following:
• Gross takeoff weight (GTOW )
• Empty weight (WE)
• Fuel weight (WF )
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• Structural factor (sf)
• Fuel fraction (ff)
• Length (L)
• Wingspan (b)
• Planform area (Splan)
• Total volume (Vtotal)
• Wetted area (Swet)
• Area ratio Kw
• Aspect ratio (AR)
• Slenderness parameter τ
These are mostly fundamental geometric and weight properties of aircraft.
However, an additional emphasis is placed on volume and planform area, as is indi-
cated by including Vtotal, τ , and Kw. Planform area is used here to mean the area
of the primary lifting surface of the aircraft. For most aircraft, the wings serve this
purpose, but for hypersonic aircraft, lift is often generated under the entire bottom
surface of the aircraft because of higher pressure under the body generated by shock
wave compression. The goal through the design initialization process is to start with
performance characteristics and obtain a set of design parameters and ranges that
are likely to produce those performance characteristics.
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3.1 Regression Models
Regression models are used throughout the design initialization process, pro-
viding a means for capturing trends in the data and making predictions. For single
variable regression models, uncertainty is quantified. Thus, any predictions made can
be bounded within a reasonable range of values. Additionally, a classification model
is used for assessing vehicle type based on mission requirements.
3.1.1 Model Types
Single variable regression models of the form y = f(x) are used for estimating
an initial reference configuration, as described in section 3.3. Linear and power models
were used because these models appear frequently in the aircraft design literature
[4] [11] [13] and because they are simple, allowing them to work with relatively few
data without overfitting. Linear models are of the form
yc = b+mx (3.1)
where yc is the model prediction, b is the y-intercept, and m is the slope. This
is a first-order polynomial regression and is the most basic form of regression. Power
models contain the same elements but slightly rearranged, taking the form
yc = bx
m (3.2)
and capturing curvature in the data.
For Rocket/Air-Launched vehicles, which have 12 data points, either linear
or power models are used based on the goodness of fit and a survey of the aircraft
design literature. For the other three vehicle types, which have 6 or fewer data points,
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only linear models are used. All single variable regression models and uncertainty are
computed in MATLAB.
The machine learning package caret was used in R to develop models with
multiple predictors. While the single variable regression models also fall under the
umbrella of machine learning, more complex machine learning algorithms were used to
develop both regression and classification models with multiple predictors. For vehicle
type assessment in section 3.2, a classification model is used, and for constructing
design spaces to assess changes in design parameters, multivariable regression was
used. In both cases, multiple predictors are used to estimate an outcome, and in the
later case, both linear and non-linear models are used.
For all machine learning algorithms, missing values were imputed using the
“bagImpute” option in caret, which uses bagged trees to impute missing values [8].
To account for the different scales of the data, further preprocessing included cen-
tering and scaling the data to improve model performance. A 5-fold cross-validation
technique was used for training and testing each model. 5-fold cross-validation ran-
domly divides the data into five groups, randomly leaves one group out, trains the
model with the four remaining groups, and then tests the model with the group that
was left out [3]. This process is then repeated, withholding each group in turn.
Multiple linear regression is used for all vehicle types except Rocket/Air-
Launched. This is an extension of single variable linear regression where y is now
a function of n independent variables: y = f(x1, x2, ..., xn). A multiple linear regres-
sion model then takes the form
yc = a0 + a1x1 + a2x2 + · · ·+ anxn (3.3)
For Rocket/Air-Launched vehicles , models are developed using a polynomial
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support vector machine algorithm. Support vector machine (SVM) is broadly a class
of supervised learning algorithms, used for both classification and regression [17]. At
the most basic level, “SVM is based on the idea of finding a hyperplane that best
separates the features into different domains” [17]. Since its development in the
1990’s, SVM has become widely used as an accurate, well-performing algorithm [17].
This algorithm was used for Rocket/Air-Launched vehicles for several reasons. First,
there is more data than for other vehicle types, and much of that data is not linear.
Second, SVM is known to be a strong algorithm that can produce accurate results.
Third, SVM is effective when there are fewer predictors than data points for training
[17]. Several different kernels can be used including linear, polynomial, and radial
basis function (RBF)/ Gaussian [17]. The polynomial kernel is used as the most
suitable for the data structure.
For vehicle type assessment, two classification algorithms are considered: deci-
sion tree and random forest. Both of these are supervised machine learning algorithms
that can be used either for classification or regression. As used here for classification,
both will classify vehicle type based on performance characteristics. That is, for a
given set of performance characteristics, the model will determine which vehicle type
is most closely associated with those performance characteristics.
While a decision tree simply creates one tree to classify the data, Random for-
est is an ensemble machine learning algorithm that improves upon the basic decision
tree (generally weaker model) by combining multiple trees to create a stronger model
[15]. Decision trees are easier to interpret, but tend to have low predictive accuracy
and a high chance of overfitting [15]. Random forest models are often an improve-
ment, considered reliable and offering good solutions to a wide range of problems
[15].
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3.1.2 Model Uncertainty
Model uncertainty is captured for single variable linear and power regression
models using the Scheffe´ band. While the Scheffe´ band is designed as a confidence
interval for linear and polynomial regression, it is transformed to be used with power
models as well. Uncertainty is not considered for any multivariable regression models
used in this thesis. The single variable regression models and associated uncertainty
are used for developing an initial reference configuration, outlined in section 3.3. By
including a confidence band, regression models can be used not only to predict what
value a design parameter should take based on a given input, but also to provide a
reasonable range values and a measure of confidence in design parameter estimates.
Only model uncertainty and the propagation of model uncertainty through
equations and other regression models is considered in this analysis. Uncertainty in
the data or any other forms of uncertainty are not considered. All confidence bands
are evaluated at 95% confidence level. This analysis represents a first attempt at
quantifying uncertainty for design parameter estimates, meaning that all uncertainties
are minimum uncertainties.
3.1.2.1 Confidence Interval for Linear Models
The Scheffe´ band provides a confidence interval for a single variable polynomial
regression model of the following form:
yc = a0 + a1x+ a2x
2 + · · ·+ amxm (3.4)
where m is the polynomial order [7]. yc is the predicted y value for a given
x value according to the model. All models used for the purposes of this thesis are
linear models, where m = 1. The standard error of the fit, syx, is calculated according
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to equation 3.5 [7].
syx =
√∑N
i=1 (yi − yci)2
ν
(3.5)
ν = N − (m + 1), where ν is the degrees of freedom and N is the number of
data points [7]. Using the syx statistic, the Scheffe´ band is calculated by equation
3.6, where tν,P is the Student’s t variable for a given ν and percent probability P and
x¯ is the mean of the data set [7].
tν,P syx
[
1
N
+
(x− x¯)2∑N
i=1 (xi − x¯)2
]
(95%) (3.6)
Using a regression model, yc can be predicted for a given x value with uncer-
tainty defined by the Scheffe´ band [7].
yc (x)± tν,P syx
[
1
N
+
(x− x¯)2∑N
i=1 (xi − x¯)2
]
(95%) (3.7)
This confidence band, or model uncertainty, represents “the random uncer-
tainty arising from random data scatter about the curve fit at any value of x” [7].
Clearly, the uncertainty is dependent on the value of x, and this is observed in re-
gression models presented in section 3.3.
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3.1.2.2 Confidence Interval for Power Models
To include the confidence interval for a power model, the model must be
transformed to a linear form by taking the log of both sides,
yc = bx
m
log(yc) = log(bx
m)
log(yc) = log(b) + log(x
m)
log(yc) = log(b) +m log(x)
Yc = a0 + a1X
where Yc = log(yc), X = log(x), b = 10
a0 , and m = a1. The confidence interval
is defined as before but using X instead of x.
CI = tν,P sY X
[
1
N
+
(
X − X¯)2∑N
i=1
(
Xi − X¯
)2
]
(95%) (3.8)
Substituting this into the linear form of the power model and rearranging to
get the equation back into power form results in a power model with upper and lower
uncertainty bounds.
Yc (X) = [a0 + a1X]± CI
Yc = a0 + a1X ± CI
log(yc) = log(b) +m log(x)± CI
log(yc) = log(bx
m)± CI
log(yc) = log(bx
m) + log(10±CI)
log(yc) = log(bx
m10±CI)
yc = bx
m(10±CI)
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As in the linear case, the upper and lower uncertainty bounds for a power
model depend on x, but they are accounted for by multiplying 10 raised to a positive
or negative exponent rather than merely adding or subtracting a number.
3.1.2.3 Uncertainty Use and Propagation
The specific use of uncertainty and its implications for design initialization are
presented in section 3.3, but helpful background is provided here. Uncertainty bounds
for linear and power models are plotted according to the equations described in the
last two sections. It is then most straightforward for the designer to obtain upper and
lower uncertainty bounds visually from the relevant plot for a given x value. To get
a single representative uncertainty value, an average is taken of the distance between
the predicted y value and the upper and lower bounds.
If yo represents an estimation of the dependent variable for a given xo value,
then the following procedure would be used to estimate a representative uncertainty
value.
yo = f(xo)
y+ = upper uncertainty bound
y− = lower uncertainty bound
∆y+ = y+ − yo
∆y− = yo − y−
uy =
∆y+ + ∆y−
2
The estimation with uncertainty is then expressed as yo ± uy.
Once uncertainty for a parameter has been obtained from a regression model,
it can propagate through a defining or physical equation. For example, if there is an
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equation to relate parameter R to parameters x1 and x2, and both x1 and x2 were
obtained through regression models with uncertainty, then the uncertainty of R can
be determined. This is calculated one of two ways. The first involves calculating
a general sensitivity index with partial derivatives, and the second is a numerical
approximation called sequential perturbation [7]. Both are discussed in [7], but for
the analysis in section 3.3, the former method is sufficient and more straightforward.
If R has a functional relationship with one or more variables, then
R = f(x1, x2, ..., xn) (3.9)
where R is a function of n variables [7]. The uncertainty in R caused by the
propagation of uncertainty in the independent variables is given by
uR =
√(
∂R
∂x1
ux1
)2
+
(
∂R
∂x2
ux2
)2
+ ...+
(
∂R
∂xn
uxn
)2
(3.10)
where each partial derivative represents a sensitivity index for that indepen-
dent variable [7].
If there is a regression model, yc = f(x), where x is a determined from an-
other regression model and thus has an associated uncertainty, ux, then the model
uncertainty and the propagated uncertainty must be combined. First, the average
uncertainty from the model, (uy)1, is determined. Second, the uncertainty as propa-
gated from ux is calculated as (uy)2. These are combined by taking the square root
of the sum of the squares of the uncertainties.
(uy)total =
√[
(uy)1
]2
+
[
(uy)2
]2
(3.11)
This concludes the methods used for estimating uncertainty in the design
initialization process. The specific applications of these uncertainty methods for esti-
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mating design parameters is covered in section 3.3. An example is provided in section
4.
3.2 Vehicle Type
When developing a new hypersonic aircraft concept, a basic decision is what
type of hypersonic vehicle it should be. Section 2 already presented four distinct hy-
personic vehicle types: Rocket/Air-Launched, Air-Breather/HTO, Air-Breather/Air-
Launched/Booster, and Glider/Rocket-Boosted. Such a decision between vehicle
types would not be necessary if, for example, one were designing a fighter jet. All
fighter jets share fundamental characteristics in that they take off horizontally from
runways and use jet propulsion. It is only in the specific mission requirements that
there would be some distinction that would drive varying designs. But this is not the
case for hypersonics. The broad umbrella of hypersonics includes all aircraft aimed
at flying faster than Mach 5, yet within that umbrella, there is much diversity.
To assist in making that decision, the first part of the initialization process,
vehicle type assessment, is presented in this section. Vehicle type design spaces, in
the form of 2D plots, are composed of high-speed aircraft data for design parameters
and performance characteristics that are distinguished by vehicle type. Since the
data is historical, these plots do not demonstrate what the vehicle types might be
capable of but rather what they have been capable of. Still, they provide a valuable
gauge for the designer in evaluating different vehicle types, their capabilities, and
their characteristics.
For the designer, two potential situations arise depending on whether the
vehicle type is specified in the design proposal or not. If it is, then the designer
might use the vehicle type plots to confirm or question that the choice of vehicle type
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is reasonable. If not, then the designer is tasked with determining which vehicle type
is likely to be suitable in meeting mission requirements. In general, the vehicle type
will likely be specified in the design proposal. Hypersonic vehicle types are distinct
enough in their function that whoever is proposing the design will probably already
desire a specific vehicle type. But this presents another use for the vehicle type design
spaces: they could be used when creating the design proposals themselves in “feeling
out” where aircraft have been and where they should go.
3.2.1 Performance Characteristics for Vehicle Types
Figures 3.1-3.3 show the three performance characteristics under consideration
(maximum Mach number, maximum altitude, and payload weight) plotted against
each other and grouped based on vehicle type. The geom encircle function is used
to encircle each vehicle type as part of the ggalt package in R, capturing the general
space covered by the data. These encircled areas are not a prediction. Rather, they
serve as a visual aid to identify the general areas captured by the data for different
vehicle types. All data are plotted for reference.
Figures 3.2-3.3 are less helpful because payload data for historical hypersonic
aircraft as a whole does not span a wide range. Most past hypersonic aircraft have
been experimental and, as such, have carried little to no payload. Many programs
were focused on simply reaching high speeds rather than transporting meaningful
payloads. The one exception to this is Air-Breather/HTO hypersonic vehicles, as all
the recorded examples are more functional rather than experimental, such as fighters
and passenger aircraft. Figures 3.2-3.3 reflect the payload weight diversity for Air-
Breather/HTO vehicles, which is significantly greater than all other vehicle types.
The two performance characteristics with more meaningful data are maximum
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Figure 3.1: Aircraft data for maximum Mach number and maximum altitude colored
and encircled by vehicle type.
Mach number and maximum altitude. Hence, Figure 3.1 is the most useful of the
three plots for the designer. For any given combination of maximum Mach number
and maximum altitude, the designer can identify which vehicle type(s) might be
reasonably able to achieve that performance.
3.2.2 Random Forest Model for Vehicle Types
However, there is a lot of space not filled with data points in Figure 3.1. To
determine which vehicle types would fill this space, a model was developed to predict
vehicle type based on maximum Mach number and maximum altitude across the
ranges of the data in figure 3.1. Figure 3.4 shows the model-based vehicle type design
spaces.
Both random forest and decision tree machine learning algorithms for classi-
fication were employed and compared for the model using the caret package in R.
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Figure 3.2: Aircraft data for maximum Mach number and payload weight colored and
encircled by vehicle type.
Figure 3.3: Aircraft data for maximum altitude and payload weight colored and
encircled by vehicle type.
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The accuracy of the model is the percentage of correct predictions averaged across
each testing situation. The accuracy of the decision tree model was 0.4583, while the
accuracy of the random forest model was 0.7917. Therefore, the random forest model
was used and is displayed in Figure 3.4.
Figure 3.4: Random forest model to predict vehicle type based on maximum Mach
number and maximum altitude.
For the most part, the model reasonably extends the spaces filled by data.
The spike up to Mach 25 on the left side of Figure 3.4 for Air-Breather/HTO vehicles
is the one part of the model predictions that does not seem likely. Based on what
is known about air-breathers, it would be extremely difficult to get an air-breather
to take off on a runway (horizontal takeoff) and then accelerate to Mach 25 without
assistance. Additionally, the predictions for Glider/Rocket-Boosted vehicles at lower
altitudes seem unlikely as these vehicles must reach high altitudes to achieve high
Mach numbers. Note as well that this is an exclusive model in the sense that it does
not consider the possibility that multiple vehicle types might be well suited to a given
combination of maximum Mach number and maximum altitude, which is clearly the
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case in figure 3.1.
Caution must be exercised as the data used to build the model is sparse.
The designer ought to first consider figure 3.1 and then use figure 3.4 for additional
guidance if needed. Figures 3.1 and 3.4 comprise the primary design tool for assessing
vehicle types. Starting with mission requirements, these figures are used to assess
which vehicle type(s) might be best suited to fulfill the mission.
3.2.3 Design Parameters for Vehicle Types
Beyond assessing which vehicle type is most likely to meet mission require-
ments, there are certain fundamental insights to be gained pertaining to design pa-
rameters and performance characteristics for different vehicle types. To this end,
vehicle type plots are again presented. These are similar to those previously shown
but with a primary focus on design parameters. While they are not a primary com-
ponent of the design initialization process, they provide additional information on
vehicle types and their distinctions. As a result, they can be used as reference for the
designer and to support the current understanding and characterization of hypersonic
vehicles.
Figure 3.5 shows aircraft data for a comparison of two weight fractions: struc-
tural factor (sf) and fuel fraction (ff). The relationship between fuel fraction and
structural factor in Figure 3.5 follows the same linear trend for all vehicle types.
For the purposes of this analysis, the gross takeoff weight (GTOW ) of the aircraft
is broadly divided into empty weight (WE), fuel weight (WF ), and payload weight
(WP ). Dividing each of these by GTOW produces dimensionless weight fractions.
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Figure 3.5: Aircraft data for fuel fraction and structural factor colored and encircled
by vehicle type.
Mathematically, this is expressed in the following way:
GTOW = WE +WF +WP
1 =
WE
GTOW
+
WF
GTOW
+
WP
GTOW
1 = sf + ff + pf
(3.12)
For a constant payload fraction (pf), as sf increases or decreases, ff must do
the opposite, with 1 being the limit of sf . Equation 3.12 suggests the trend in Figure
3.5, where this inverse relationship is observed (but with varying payload fractions
resulting in variation).
Aside from this comparison of fractions, it is common to plot design parameters
against gross takeoff weight, as is shown in figures 3.6-3.9. The relationship between
L and GTOW in figure 3.6 follows the same general trend for all vehicle types, but
it appears to be more of a power relationship than linear. The relationship between
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Splan and GTOW follows the same general linear trend for all vehicle types, as shown
in figure 3.7. It makes sense that as GTOW (which indicates the general size of the
aircraft) increases, both L and Splan will have to generally increase.
The relationships between ff , sf and GTOW follow drastically different
trends depending on the vehicle type.
Figure 3.6: Aircraft data for gross takeoff weight and length colored and encircled by
vehicle type.
3.2.4 Design Parameters and Maximum Mach Number for
Vehicle Types
In figures 3.10-3.13, several design parameters are plotted against maximum
Mach number to illustrate how parameters change with increasing Mach number and
what values design parameters tend to take for different vehicle types. Interestingly,
for some vehicle types, parameters increase with increasing Mach number while for
other vehicle types, parameters decrease with increasing Mach number.
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Figure 3.7: Aircraft data for gross takeoff weight and planform area colored and
encircled by vehicle type.
Figure 3.8: Aircraft data for gross takeoff weight and fuel fraction colored and encir-
cled by vehicle type.
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Figure 3.9: Aircraft data for gross takeoff weight and structural factor colored and
encircled by vehicle type.
Figure 3.10: Aircraft data for maximum Mach number and fuel fraction colored and
encircled by vehicle type.
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Figure 3.11: Aircraft data for maximum Mach number and aspect ratio colored and
encircled by vehicle type.
Figure 3.12: Aircraft data for maximum Mach number and length colored and encir-
cled by vehicle type.
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Figure 3.13: Aircraft data for maximum Mach number and planform area and encir-
cled by vehicle type.
3.3 Initial Reference Configuration
The second part of the design initialization process is developing an initial
reference configuration for a conceptual aircraft design. An initial reference configu-
ration is a set of reasonable estimates for design parameters, which serves as a starting
point for the rest of the design process. The objective is to produce initial estimates
for the aircraft geometry (size) and weights that are reasonable based on the desired
performance characteristics. Additionally, the use of regression models for these esti-
mates provides a means of capturing uncertainty, providing reasonable bounds for a
given design parameter in addition to an initial recommended value.
Ideally, this would be a more volume-based approach. Section 2 already noted
the importance of volume as a parameter for hypersonics. Consequently, Czysz et
al. suggest a convergence logic for conceptual hypersnic design centered on weight
and volume [6]. Additionally, a large emphasis is placed on planform area in the
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convergence logic [6]. However, the approach taken here for initialization relies
on historical aircraft data, and volume was largely difficult to obtain. The process
outlined here for obtaining design parameter estimates is uniquely designed for this
approach, with regression models, parameters, and equations informed by a wide
array of sources for subsonic, supersonic, and hypersonic aircraft design. The process
does make use of the τ parameter, which includes both volume and planform area.
An initial value of τ is assumed and can be varied, where a particular value of τ
results in a particular set of design parameter values. Planform area also plays an
important role in the process.
A value of 0.1 for τ is considered reasonable for hypersonic cruise vehicles
using liquid fuels and oxidizers, but values for τ could be as low as 0.032 or as high
as 0.393 for a circular cone, as illustrated in figure 3.14 [6]. It is clear that different
values of τ will result in distinctly different vehicles. A low value of τ will result in a
more flat, slender aircraft, while a higher value of τ will result in a stouter aircraft.
An important factor is fuel type and its density (and thus volume requirements). For
example, an aircraft using hydrogen will probably require a higher value of τ due
to the lower density of hydrogen compared to hydrocarbon fuels. To illustrate this,
figure 3.14 depicts a long-range, hypersonic aircraft sized for three different fuel types
[6]. A reasonable value for τ will also depend on vehicle type. In general, a rocket-
powered aircraft will require more volume than an air-breather because it must carry
oxidizer. τ values for past hypersonic aircraft provide further insights into reasonable
values for the τ parameter.
All regression models are single variable linear or power models as described
in section 3.1. There are several reasons that these models were used. First, they are
simple, providing a means for describing trends while avoiding overfitting. Second,
power regression models are often used to describe the relationships between variables
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Figure 3.14: Illustrated differences in aircraft geometry for a range of values for the
τ parameter [6].
Figure 3.15: Illustrated differences in τ and geometry for a long-range, hypersonic
aircraft sized for three fuel types with different densities [6].
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in aircraft design procedures [4] [11] [13]. Third, the Scheffe´ band can be used to
capture model uncertainty for both linear and power models.
This process for developing an initial reference configuration was designed for
Rocket/Air-Launched vehicles, as presented in section 3.3.1. As such, section 3.3.1
presents a detailed overview with regression models and equations. A similar process
can be used for other vehicle types with certain differences depending on the vehicle
type. Though data is more limited, regression models are provided as available for
each of the other three hypersonic vehicle types.
3.3.1 Initial Reference Configuration for Rocket/Air-Launched
Hypersonic Vehicles
Dimensionless weight parameters ff and sf are considered before determining
values for fuel weight and empty weight. Fuel fraction is estimated based on maximum
Mach number, as shown in figure 3.16. This is similar to traditional approaches,
where fuel fractions for each phase of the mission profile are estimated [4] [11]. For
hypersonics, this is simplified to just the “climb and acceleration” phase, where fuel
fraction can be estimated based on cruise Mach number with a power relationship
[4] [11]. Maximum Mach number is used here because that is the focus for hypersonics.
Furthermore, figure 2.1 indicates that ff is the most important design parameter in
predicting maximum Mach number. This relationship makes sense on a physical level.
Fuel is necessary for thrust, which is in turn necessary to accelerate an aircraft to
high Mach numbers. It is no surprise, then, that as Mach number increases, a greater
percentage of the total aircraft weight must be dedicated to fuel. But fuel fraction
would likely increase at a decreasing rate because no aircraft can dedicate all the
weight to fuel. This is captured by the power model. The equation describing the
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Figure 3.16: Regression model for fuel fraction as a function of maximum Mach
number for Rocket/Air-Launched hypersonic vehicles.
regression model is provided in figure 3.16, and uncertainty is determined visually
from the 95% confidence band.
Structural factor is estimated in conjunction with gross takeoff weight using
two equations. The first describes the physical relationship between GTOW , WP , ff ,
and sf . Equation 3.12 shows the relationship between all weight fractions. Solving
for sf and substituting in the definition of payload fraction results in equation 3.13.
sf = 1− ff − WP
GTOW
(3.13)
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The second equation comes from figure 3.17, which is a regression model for sf
as a function of GTOW . This regression model is suggested in [4] and indicates that
as the total weight of the aircraft increases, the empty weight does not increase at
the same rate. Essentially, as the the total weight increases, the aircraft increasingly
becomes a fuel tank. Equation 3.13 can be thought of as available structural fac-
tor, while figure 3.17 (and the corresponding equation) can be thought of as required
structural factor [4] [11]. These two equations are solved iteratively with an initial
guess of GTOW until available and required sf are approximately equal [4] [11]. In
this way, for a given payload weight, GTOW and sf are together estimated. This is
similar to traditional approaches but with a focus on dimensionless weight parameters
and a regression model for Rocket/Air-Launched hypersonic vehicles [4] [11]. Uncer-
tainty for sf is determined visually from the 95% confidence band in figure 3.17 once
estimates for sf and GTOW are established. The estimate for GTOW is assumed
to be correct with no uncertainty.
Empty weight and fuel weight are simply calculated according to equations
3.14 and 3.15, respectively. The uncertainty in these estimates is determined from
the propagation of the uncertainty for sf and ff through the respective equations.
WE = sf(GTOW ) (3.14)
WF = ff(GTOW ) (3.15)
uWE =
∂WE
∂sf
usf = (GTOW ) (usf ) (3.16)
uWF =
∂WE
∂sf
uff = (GTOW ) (uff ) (3.17)
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Figure 3.17: Regression model for structural factor as a function of gross takeoff
weight for Rocket/Air-Launched hypersonic vehicles.
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To bridge the gap between weight estimates and geometry, the relationship
between Splan and OWE is utilized. The usefulness of this relationship is discussed
in [6], and a correlating equation for conceptual air-breathing aircraft is provided in
[5]. Splan is considered an important geometric design parameter for hypersonics [6].
Part of the convergence logic suggested by Czysz et al. includes iterating Splan to
determine OWE and Splan [6]. While a different and much more simple logic is used
here, it works well with the historical data and allows the direct inclusion of payload
weight.
As expected, Splan and OWE have a strong modeling relationship, shown
in figure 3.18. This relationship also makes sense at a physical level. When when
cruising, the downward force of the weight of the aircraft must be counteracted by the
upward lift force. Lift is linearly proportional to the area of the lifting surface, which
is the planform area [1]. Thus, it is no surprise that Splan can be modeled linearly as a
function of OWE. Splan is then estimated based on OWE, where OWE = WE +WP .
Uncertainty for the Splan estimate comes from two sources: the the propaga-
tion of uncertainty for OWE and the model uncertainty from figure 3.18. First the
uncertainty of OWE is calculated as the propagation of uncertainty from WE. In
this case, it is just equivalent to uWE .
uOWE =
∂WOWE
∂WE
uWE = uWE (3.18)
Second, the uncertainty of Splan from uOWE propagated through the regression
model equation is calculated. This will be (uSplan)prop.
(
uSplan
)
prop
=
dSplan
dOWE
uOWE = (0.0433) (uOWE) (3.19)
Third, the uncertainty of Splan from the model is determined visually from the
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Figure 3.18: Regression model for planform area as a function of operating weight
empty for Rocket/Air-Launched hypersonic vehicles.
95% confidence band in figure 3.18. This will be (uSplan)model. Finally, to determine
a total uncertainty for Splan, these two uncertainties are combined as the square root
of the sum of the squares.
uSplan =
√[(
uSplan
)
prop
]2
+
[(
uSplan
)
model
]2
(3.20)
A value of τ is assumed and can be varied to consider different geometries.
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Based on the value of τ chosen, total volume is calculated according to equation 3.21.
Vtotal = τS
1.5
plan (3.21)
Uncertainty for Vtotal is calculated as the propagation of uncertainty for Splan.
uVtotal =
∂Vtotal
∂Splan
uSplan = (1.5)(τ)
√
Splan
(
uSplan
)
(3.22)
The area ratio Kw = Swet/Splan is calculated from equation 3.23, which is
from [6] and is for a wide range of geometries, vehicle types, and fuel types, including
both hydrocarbons and hydrogen. As such, for the range of hypersonic vehicle types
considered here, equation 3.23 is considered reasonable to calculate Kw for a given
value of τ . The estimation of Kw is assumed to be correct with no uncertainty.
Kw
τ
= exp[0.081(lnτ)2 − 0.401(lnτ) + 1.738] (3.23)
The wetted area is calculated according to equation 3.24, and uncertainty
calculated as the propagation of uncertainty for Splan.
Swet = KwSplan (3.24)
uSwet =
∂Swet
∂Splan
uSplan = (Kw)
(
uSplan
)
(3.25)
AR is estimated using a regression model with Mmax, shown in figure 3.19. The
strength of this relationship is indicated by figure 2.1, which shows AR as the second
most important design parameter in predicting Mmax. There are several reasons that
the this trend makes physical sense. Historically, the lifting surfaces (planform areas)
of hypersonic aircraft have been increasing, which tends to reduce the aspect ratio.
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Figure 3.19: Regression model for aspect ratio as a function of maximum Mach
number for Rocket/Air-Launched hypersonic vehicles.
This is in part because hypersonic aircraft tend to use the entire bottom surface
of the aircraft for lift (from shock wave compression) rather than just two distinct
wings. Additionally, achieving high speeds requires reducing drag wherever possible
(such as wave drag), likely resulting in tighter aircraft configurations. Uncertainty is
determined visually from the 95% confidence band in figure 3.19.
Wingspan is estimated according to equation 3.26, which is the rearranged
definition of aspect ratio. Uncertainty for b is calculated as the propagation of uncer-
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tainty from both AR and Splan.
b =
√
(AR) (Splan) (3.26)
ub =
√(
∂b
∂AR
uAR
)2
+
(
∂b
∂Splan
uSplan
)2
=
1
2
√
(uAR)
2(Splan)
2 + (AR)2
(
uSplan
)2
(AR) (Splan)
(3.27)
Length is estimated based on GTOW using the regression model shown in
figure 3.20. A similar regression model is used in [13] to determine the length of
transport and fighter aircraft. The correlation matrix in figure 2.12 indicates a strong
relationship between length and GTOW . Physically, this seems reasonable, as a
heavier aircraft would generally be geometrically larger than a lighter aircraft. While
figure 2.12 only considers the linear correlation, a power model is used to account for
slight curvature. Uncertainty is determined visually from the 95% confidence band
in figure 3.20.
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Figure 3.20: Regression model for length as a function of gross takeoff weight for
Rocket/Air-Launched hypersonic vehicles.
3.3.2 Initial Reference Configuration for Air-Breather/Air-
Launched/Booster Hypersonic Vehicles
Regression models are provided for Air-Breather/Air-Launched/Booster hy-
personic vehicles in figures 3.21-3.25. These correspond to the five regression models
for Rocket/Air-Launched vehicles in section 3.3.1 but with data for Air-Breather/Air-
Launched/Booster vehicles. Data is much more limited, with only three representative
vehicles. All models are simple linear regression models, and there are no uncertainty
bounds. Four of the five regression models follow the same general trends as those
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for Rocket/Air-Launched hypersonic vehicles, with the one exception likely a result
of there being only two data points.
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Figure 3.21: Regression model for fuel fraction as a function of maximum Mach
number for Air-Breather/Air-Launched/Booster hypersonic vehicles.
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Figure 3.22: Regression model for structural factor as a function of gross takeoff
weight for Air-Breather/Air-Launched/Booster hypersonic vehicles.
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Figure 3.23: Regression model for planform area as a function of empty weight for
Air-Breather/Air-Launched/Booster hypersonic vehicles.
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Figure 3.24: Regression model for aspect ratio as a function of maximum Mach
number for Air-Breather/Air-Launched/Booster hypersonic vehicles.
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Figure 3.25: Regression model for length as a function of gross takeoff weight for
Air-Breather/Air-Launched/Booster hypersonic vehicles.
3.3.3 Initial Reference Configuration for Air-Breather/HTO
Hypersonic Vehicles
Regression models are provided for Air-Breather/HTO hypersonic vehicles in
figures 3.26-3.30. These correspond to the five regression models for Rocket/Air-
Launched vehicles in section 3.3.1 but with data for Air-Breather/HTO vehicles.
With six representative vehicles, all models are simple linear regression models, and
uncertainty bounds are included. These aircraft, while all high-speed, have a range
of purposes, including fighter, passenger, and bomber. Additionally, none of these
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aircraft have flown above Mach 5. Both of these considerations help explain why two
of the five regression models do not follow the same trends as those for Rocket/Air-
Launched hypersonic vehicles and why the data is more scattered.
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Figure 3.26: Regression model for fuel fraction as a function of maximum Mach
number for Air-Breather/HTO hypersonic vehicles.
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Figure 3.27: Regression model for structural factor as a function of gross takeoff
weight for Air-Breather/HTO hypersonic vehicles.
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Figure 3.28: Regression model for planform area as a function of operating weight
empty for Air-Breather/HTO hypersonic vehicles.
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Figure 3.29: Regression model for aspect ratio as a function of maximum Mach
number for Air-Breather/HTO hypersonic vehicles.
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Figure 3.30: Regression model for length as a function of gross takeoff weight for
Air-Breather/HTO hypersonic vehicles.
3.3.4 Initial Reference Configuration for Glider/Rocket-Boosted
Hypersonic Vehicles
Regression models are provided for Glider/Rocket-Boosted hypersonic vehi-
cles in figures 3.31-3.34. These correspond to four of the five regression models
for Rocket/Air-Launched vehicles in section 3.3.1 but with data for Glider/Rocket-
Boosted vehicles. Fuel fraction is not relevant for a glider, which does not carry fuel.
Thus, fuel fraction cannot be modeled as a function of gross takeoff weight. Addi-
tionally, this means that structural factor only varies as payload fraction varies. All
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models are simple linear regression models for the three representative vehicles, and
uncertainty bounds are included for three of the four models. All regression models
follow the same general trend as those for Rocket/Air-Launched hypersonic vehicles.
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Figure 3.31: Regression model for structural factor as a function of gross takeoff
weight for Glider/Rocket-Boosted hypersonic vehicles.
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Figure 3.32: Regression model for planform area as a function of operating weight
empty for Glider/Rocket-Boosted hypersonic vehicles.
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Figure 3.33: Regression model for aspect ratio as a function of maximum Mach
number for Glider/Rocket-Boosted hypersonic vehicles.
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Figure 3.34: Regression model for length as a function of gross takeoff weight for
Glider/Rocket-Boosted hypersonic vehicles.
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3.4 Design Space Exploration
After obtaining an initial reference configuration, design spaces can be uti-
lized to further assess key aircraft characteristics. This section outlines the third part
of the initialization process: design spaces to explore changes in design parameters.
The basic objective here is to consider how the aircraft design parameters might be
altered. The term “design space” is used to refer to sets of design parameter values
(design solutions) that are expected to produce desired performance characteristics.
An initial reference configuration presents a reasonable solution, but with aircraft de-
sign, there is not just one solution that will fulfill the mission requirements. There are
various sets of values for design parameters that could produce the same performance
characteristics. But not all design solutions are suitable. Figure 3.35 illustrates this
principle of identifying a subset of reasonable solutions. Eventually, a point design
must be decided upon, but for initialization, a collection of reasonable solutions is
sought. This section investigates one method to identify spaces of reasonable design
solutions with room for movement.
Figure 3.35: For design initialization, a subset of reasonable design solutions is iden-
tified.
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Design parameters are treated as interrelated to consider how changing com-
binations of those parameters will affect the desired outcomes. The framework for
developing an initial aircraft reference configuration, presented in section 3.3, largely
treats design parameters as independent. However, it is not necessarily true that
design parameters can be treated as independent from each other and altered inde-
pendently. This is even more true for hypersonic aircraft, as they tend to be more
integrated than other aircraft (previously discussed in section 1).
To treat design parameters as interrelated, multivariable regression models
are utilized. In section 3.3, single-variable regression models were used to estimate
a design parameter based on a performance characteristic. For example, ff was
modeled as a function of Mmax. While this was done to more easily calculate design
parameters, it could just as easily be done in the reverse, predicting a performance
characteristic based on a design parameter. In that case, Mmax is modeled as a
function of ff . A design parameter is chosen as the independent variable, and a
performance characteristic (or outcome) is predicted as the dependent variable. This
is an intuitive way to model the relationship because the outcome, Mmax, depends on
the choice of ff .
With multivariable regression, a performance characteristic can be modeled
as a function of multiple design parameters. In this way, models were developed
to predict a performance characteristic, such as Mmax as a function of all 12 design
parameters considered in this thesis. In varying design parameter values for the model
and observing the outcome, it is possible determine sets of design parameter values
that produce the desired outcome. The initial reference configuration can be used
as a starting input and the change in outcome observed as input values are altered.
But using this method, it is difficult to visualize any sort of design space or provide
boundaries on sets of reasonable design parameters.
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To visualize design spaces, the models are simplified by reducing the number
of design parameters. It is recognized that not all design parameters are equally
important to such models, as is quantified by the variable importance plots. The
variable importance plots from section 2 are used to indicate which design parameters
are most useful for predicting certain performance characteristics. However, these
plots quantify predictive power for models, which does not necessarily correspond to
cause and effect. Appropriate values for important predictive design parameters do
not necessarily produce the desired performance characteristics. But it is equally true
that aircraft with certain performance characteristics tend to have design parameters
within certain ranges.
Rather than using a model with all 12 design parameters, only the most im-
portant ones can be used. Design spaces can then be visualized in a three-dimensional
space, where a performance characteristic is modeled as a function of three design
parameters. However, this is still difficult to visualize and requires holding one design
parameter constant for a two-dimensional slice. To simplify further, two-dimensional
design spaces are constructed where a performance characteristic is modeled as a
function of two design parameters. However, both of these techniques must be used
for specific design scenarios. To more broadly capture how design parameters changes
affect performance characteristics across the data ranges, contour plots are utilized.
Hence, to simplify and visualize the models, two of the most important design
parameters were used to build multivariable regression models for the three perfor-
mance characteristics under consideration: Mmax, WP , and Amax. Each performance
characteristic is evaluated for the ranges of design parameter values in the data sets
to produce contour plots. These are inspired by the thermodynamic charts, with lines
of constant Mmax, WP , and Amax as the two design parameters vary. Using these con-
tour plots, it is possible to capture sets of values for design parameters that produce
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the desired outcome. Other design parameters could be used to create additional
contour plots.
The following four sections present contour plots for the four vehicle types.
Non-linear models are used for Rocket/Air-Launched vehicles, and linear models are
used for all other vehicle types. Unlike the single variable regression models in section
3.3, uncertainty is not directly quantified. However, it is important to note the dif-
ferent numbers of data points used to create contour plots for each vehicle type when
considering their credibility (with Rocket/Air-Launched vehicles having the greatest
quantity of data). Additionally, data limitations result in plots for some performance
characteristics that could not be created for certain vehicle types. Comments on the
plots are provided most extensively for Rocket/Air-Launched vehicles.
3.4.1 Design Spaces for Rocket/Air-Launched Hypersonic Ve-
hicles
To capture the non-linear nature of much of the data set for Rocket/Air-
Launched vehicles, a support vector machine algorithm is used with a polynomial
kernel. The regression model was built using the caret package in R.
Figure 3.36 is the contour plots for Mmax as a function of ff and AR. The
general trend is that aircraft flying at higher Mach numbers have higher fuel fractions
and lower aspect ratios. This is also indicated by the separate regression models in
section 3.3.
Figure 3.37 is the contour plots for WP as a function of AR and L. The general
trend is that aircraft carrying heavier payloads tend to have lower aspect ratios and
be longer. The greater length is likely because the aircraft would have to be larger
in some way to accommodate more weight. Increasing length instead of width could
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Figure 3.36: Contour plot with lines of constant Mmax for Rocket/Air-Launched
hypersonic vehicles.
be to reduce from drag by making the aircraft more streamlined. The low aspect
ratio likely indicates an increase in planform area to generate more lift for the greater
aircraft weight.
Figure 3.38 is the contour plots for Amax as a function of sf and L. The
general trend is that aircraft flying highest are longer with a lower structural factor.
The lower structural factor indicates a lighter structure, which results in less extra
weight to carry up to altitude. The greater length is likely because the aircraft would
have to accommodate more fuel weight to climb up to a high altitude and thus be
larger in some way. As suggested before, increasing length instead of width could be
to reduce from drag by making the aircraft more streamlined.
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Figure 3.37: Contour plot with lines of constant WP for Rocket/Air-Launched hyper-
sonic vehicles.
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Figure 3.38: Contour plot with lines of constant Amax for Rocket/Air-Launched hy-
personic vehicles.
3.4.2 Design Spaces for Air-Breather/Air-Launched/Booster
Hypersonic Vehicles
Multivariable linear regression models are used to predict maximum Mach
number and altitude for Air-Breather/Air-Launched/Booster vehicles, as shown in
figures 3.39 and 3.40. No representative vehicles carried payload weight, so a contour
plot for payload weight could not be created. Both figures 3.39 and 3.40 have negative
values for Mmax and Amax. These are obviously nonsensical and indicate areas where
the combinations of values for design parameters would not be reasonable for vehicles
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of this type.
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Figure 3.39: Contour plot with lines of constant Mmax for Air-Breather/Air-
Launched/Booster hypersonic vehicles.
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Figure 3.40: Contour plot with lines of constant Amax for Air-Breather/Air-
Launched/Booster hypersonic vehicles.
3.4.3 Design Spaces for Air-Breather/HTO Hypersonic Ve-
hicles
Multivariable linear regression models are used to model all three performance
characteristics for Air-Breather/HTO vehicles, as shown in figures 3.41-3.43.
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Figure 3.41: Contour plot with lines of constant Mmax for Air-Breather/HTO hyper-
sonic vehicles.
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Figure 3.42: Contour plot with lines of constantWP for Air-Breather/HTO hypersonic
vehicles.
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Figure 3.43: Contour plot with lines of constant Amax for Air-Breather/HTO hyper-
sonic vehicles.
3.4.4 Design Spaces for Glider/Rocket-Boosted Hypersonic
Vehicles
Multivariable linear regression models are used to predict all three performance
characteristics for Glider/Rocket-Boosted vehicles, as shown in figures 3.44-3.46.
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Figure 3.44: Contour plot with lines of constant Mmax for Glider/Rocket-Boosted
hypersonic vehicles.
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Figure 3.45: Contour plot with lines of constant WP for Glider/Rocket-Boosted hy-
personic vehicles.
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Figure 3.46: Contour plot with lines of constant Amax for Glider/Rocket-Boosted
hypersonic vehicles.
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Chapter 4
Example
To demonstrate the use of the hypersonic design initialization process pre-
sented in section 3, an example is provided here. This example encompasses the
procedure that could be used in starting the design process for a new aircraft pro-
posal. Specific mission requirements are given for a sample design proposal, and
the three parts of the initialization process are used to assess vehicle type, postulate
an initial aircraft configuration, and explore design spaces. The result is an initial,
general estimation of aircraft design and possibilities. The complete design process
to produce a final aircraft design is long and complex; the process presented here
is merely a starting point. Many other programs and procedures would be used to
develop a final aircraft design. In addition to beginning the conceptual design pro-
cess, the framework outlined here could be used simply to investigate potential design
possibilities at a low fidelity level, with minimal effort but more limited results.
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4.1 Design Proposal
The following is a list of mission requirements for a sample hypersonic aircraft
proposal. The aircraft will be a rocket-powered hypersonic vehicle launched from the
air under a larger, slower aircraft. After detaching, the aircraft will accelerate to
reach a maximum speed of Mach 8 and a maximum altitude of 250,000 ft. It will
carry a payload of 1,000 lb. Overall size restrictions are also included.
Mission Requirements:
• Reach a maximum speed of Mach 8
• Reach a maximum altitude of 250,000 ft
• Carry a 1,000 lb payload
• Maximum length of 60 ft
• Maximum wingspan of 40 ft
Besides the size restrictions presented here for length and wingspan, the de-
sign is open to whatever configuration will fulfill the mission requirements for speed,
altitude, and payload. While this may seem like a sparse set of requirements, an
initial hypersonic aircraft proposal is often simple, with only a few major require-
ments. Other requirements could be included, however, such as range, cruise speed,
or landing requirements. The given requirements for this example were chosen largely
based on the available aircraft data for the design initialization framework and thus
the requirements’ capacity to be used within that framework. Naturally, the limited
requirements translate to limitations in the scope of the design initialization process.
However, this design framework only establishes a low-fidelity starting point, and
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other requirements can be included as the design progresses, incorporating higher
fidelity models.
4.2 Steps
Steps are laid out numerically and descriptions are provided for all three parts
of implementing the hypersonic conceptual design initialization process. First, the ve-
hicle type is confirmed to be reasonable for achieving the given mission requirements.
Second, an initial aircraft configuration, composed of design parameter estimates with
uncertainty, is postulated. Finally, design spaces are explored to assess variance in
design parameters and affects on performance characteristics.
4.2.1 Select Vehicle Type
Step 1 - Confirm that proposed vehicle type is likely to fulfill mission requirements.
The design proposal states that this is to be a Rocket/Air-Launched hypersonic
vehicle. The mission requirements for Mmax and Amax seem to correspond closely to
the Rocket/Air-Launched vehicle design space in figure 3.1. It seems reasonable that
a Rocket/Air-Launched vehicle would be able to fulfill these mission requirements.
Figure 3.4 confirms this idea, as the model indicates that a Rocket/Air-Launched
vehicle is best suited to fulfill the mission requirements. Thus, figures 3.1 and 3.4 both
confirm that Rocket/Air-Launched is a reasonable choice. If that were not the case,
then this is an opportunity to evaluate whether the proposed vehicle type is actually
the best and provide justification for moving forward. As technology develops, various
vehicle types will have expanding capabilities, but this step can still provide a check
to encourage reasonable design decisions moving forward.
Similarly, if the vehicle type was not stated in the design proposal, this step
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would be to determine which hypersonic vehicle type is best suited to fulfill the mission
requirements. In this case, figures 3.1 and 3.4 would have indicated, solely based on
the mission requirements, that a Rocket/Air-Launched vehicle would a reasonable
choice.
4.2.2 Establish Initial Configuration
Now that the vehicle type is confirmed, the next objective is to determine
estimates for design parameters (with uncertainty) comprising a general vehicle con-
figuration. Steps 2-12 cover this process for Rocket/Air-Launched hypersonic vehicles.
Recall, however, that this process is different for other vehicle types. For other other
vehicle types, see section 3 for the resources that would be used during this part of
the process. A initial value of 0.1 is used for τ , which is considered a good starting
place for vehicles of this type. To explore different geometries, the value of τ can be
varied.
Step 2 - Determine the fuel fraction for a maximum Mach number of 8 from figure
3.16.
ff = 0.3807(Mmax)
0.2553
= 0.3807(8)0.2553
= 0.65
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ffo = 0.65
ff+ = 0.68
ff− = 0.62
∆ff+ = ff+ − ffo = 0.03
∆ff− = ffo − ff− = 0.03
uff =
∆ff+ + ∆ff−
2
= 0.03
ff = 0.65± 0.03
Step 3 - Determine the structural factor and the gross takeoff weight from figure 3.17
and equation 3.13 using a payload weight of 1000 lb.
sf = 1− ff − 1000 lb
GTOW
sf = 10.05(GTOW )−0.3156
Solving for sf and GTOW :
sf = 0.33
GTOW = 49130 lb
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Uncertainty for sf from regression model with GTOW = 49130 lb:
sfo = 0.33
sf+ = 0.37
sf− = 0.30
∆sf+ = sf+ − sfo = 0.04
∆sf− = sfo − sf− = 0.03
usf =
∆sf+ + ∆sf−
2
= 0.035
sf = 0.33± 0.035
Step 4 - Determine the empty weight for a 49130 lb aircraft from equation 3.14.
WE = sf(GTOW )
= 0.33(49130 lb)
= 16210 lb
uWE =
∂WE
∂sf
usf = (GTOW ) (usf )
= (49130)(0.035)
= 1720 lb
WE = 16210± 1720 lb
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Step 5 - Determine the fuel weight for a 49130 lb aircraft from equation 3.15.
WF = ff(GTOW )
= 0.65(49130 lb)
= 31930 lb
uWF =
∂WE
∂sf
uff = (GTOW ) (uff )
= (49130)(0.03)
= 1474 lb
WF = 31930± 1474 lb
Step 6 - Determine planform area from figure 3.18 by first calculating operating
weight empty.
OWE = WE +WP
= 16210 lb+ 1000 lb
= 17210 lb
uOWE =
∂WOWE
∂WE
uWE = uWE = 1720 lb
OWE = 17210± 1720 lb
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Splan = −221.5 + 0.0433(OWE)
= −221.5 + 0.0433(17210)
= 524 ft2
Uncertainty for Splan from regression model:
Soplan = 524 ft
2
S+plan = 563 ft
2
S−plan = 484 ft
2
∆S+plan = S
+
plan − Soplan = 39 ft2
∆S−plan = S
o
plan − S−plan = 40 ft2
(uSplan)model =
∆S+plan + ∆S
−
plan
2
= 39.5 ft2
Uncertainty for Splan from propagation of uOWE:
(
uSplan
)
prop
=
dSplan
dOWE
uOWE = (0.0433) (uOWE)
= (0.0433)(1720)
= 74.5 ft2
Total uncertainty for Splan:
uSplan =
√[(
uSplan
)
prop
]2
+
[(
uSplan
)
model
]2
=
√
[74.5]2 + [39.5]2
= 84.3 ft2
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Splan = 524± 84.3 lb
Step 7 - Determine the total volume using equation 3.21 based on an initial value for
τ of 0.1.
Vtotal = τS
1.5
plan
= (0.1)(524 ft2)1.5
= 1200 ft3
uVtotal =
∂Vtotal
∂Splan
uSplan = (1.5)(τ)
√
Splan
(
uSplan
)
= (1.5)(0.1)
√
524(84.3)
= 289 ft3
Vtotal = 1200± 289 ft3
Step 8 - Determine the area ratio Kw using equation 3.23 and an initial value for τ
of 0.1.
Kw
τ
= exp[0.081(ln(τ))2 − 0.401(ln(τ)) + 1.738]
Kw
0.1
= exp[0.081(ln(0.1))2 − 0.401(ln(0.1)) + 1.738]
= 22
Kw = (0.1)(22)
= 2.2
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Step 9 - Determine the wetted area using equation 3.24.
Swet = KwSplan
= (2.2)(524 ft2)
= 1153 ft2
uSwet =
∂Swet
∂Splan
uSplan = (Kw)
(
uSplan
)
= (2.2)(84.3 ft2)
= 185 ft2
Swet = 1153± 185 ft2
Step 10 - Determine the aspect ratio for a maximum Mach number of 8 from figure
3.19.
AR = 14.42(Mmax)
−1.146
= 14.42(8)−1.146
= 1.3
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ARo = 1.3
AR+ = 1.7
AR− = 1.0
∆AR+ = AR+ − ARo = 0.4
∆AR− = ARo − AR− = 0.3
uAR =
∆AR+ + ∆AR−
2
= 0.35
AR = 1.3± 0.35
Step 11 - Determine wingspan using equation 3.26 with an aspect ratio of 1.3 and a
planform area of 524 ft2.
b =
√
ARSplan
=
√
(1.3)(524 ft2)
= 26.1 ft
ub =
√(
∂b
∂AR
uAR
)2
+
(
∂b
∂Splan
uSplan
)2
=
1
2
√
(uAR)
2(Splan)
2 + (AR)2
(
uSplan
)2
(AR) (Splan)
=
1
2
√
(0.35)2(524)2 + (1.3)2(84.3)2
(1.3)(524)
= 4.1 ft
b = 26.1± 4.1 ft
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Step 12 - Determine length from figure 3.20 for a GTOW of 49130 lb.
L = 0.5121(GTOW )0.4323
= 0.5121(49130)0.4323
= 54.6 ft
Lo = 54.6
L+ = 58.7
L− = 50.8
∆L+ = L+ − Lo = 4.1
∆L− = Lo − L− = 3.8
uL =
∆L+ + ∆L−
2
= 3.95 ft
L = 54.6± 3.95 ft
4.2.3 Explore Design Spaces
With a general vehicle configuration, the final objective is to explore design
spaces with key design parameters and performance characteristics. Design space
exploration is not necessarily to show what should be done, but rather what could
be done. It shows possible routes for changing design parameters while still meeting
mission requirements. During this process, it is important to remember the uncer-
tainty bounds previously given for each parameter, which already provide a range of
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reasonable values.
Step 13 - Consider contour plot for maximum Mach number.
Consider how maximum Mach number varies with fuel fraction and aspect
ratio according to figure 4.1. The current estimation of ff = 0.65 and AR = 1.3 is
plotted and is reasonable for Mach 8. But ff and AR could also both be increased
or decreased to stay along the Mmax = 8 line. An example design space is illustrated
with a dashed line to show the space within which ff and AR might reasonably be
altered.
Figure 4.1: Contour plot with lines of constant Mmax for Rocket/Air-Launched hy-
personic vehicles with design space identified based on mission requirements.
Step 14 - Consider contour plot for payload weight.
Consider how payload weight varies with aspect ratio and length according to
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figure 4.2. The current estimation of AR = 1.3 and L = 54.6 ft is plotted and is
reasonable for a payload of 1400 − 1500 lb, which is more than the requirement of
1000 lb. There is room to shift values for both L and AR. There is a maximum length
restriction of L = 60 ft, and based on figure 4.1, AR should not be above roughly
2.6. These restrictions and an example design space are illustrated with dashed lines
to show the space within which AR and L might reasonably be altered.
Figure 4.2: Contour plot with lines of constant WP for Rocket/Air-Launched hyper-
sonic vehicles with design space identified based on mission requirements.
Step 15 - Consider contour plot for maximum altitude.
Consider how maximum altitude varies with fuel fraction and aspect ratio
according to figure 4.3. The current estimation of sf = 0.33 and L = 54.6 ft is
plotted and is reasonable for a maximum altitude of 250000− 300000 ft. The point
lies closer to the line for Amax = 300000 ft, and there is room to shift values for
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both sf and L. As before, there is a maximum length restriction of L = 60 ft, and
based on figure 4.1, there is a lower limit for ff of roughly 0.61. This requires an
upper limit on sf of about 0.39, but payload fraction must also be included. These
restrictions and an example design space are illustrated with dashed lines to show the
space within which sf and L might reasonably be altered.
Figure 4.3: Contour plot with lines of constant Amax for Rocket/Air-Launched hy-
personic vehicles with design space identified based on mission requirements.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
It has been shown that the extreme conditions of hypersonic flight drive a need
for unique aircraft designs solutions, as is evidenced by the history of hypersonic flight.
To support the efforts to develop new hypersonic aircraft, an initialization process
was outlined for the conceptual design of hypersonic vehicles based on historical
aircraft data. Composed of design data, regression models, and equations, this process
provides a starting point for the conceptual design process. It includes three parts:
assessing vehicle type, postulating an initial reference configuration, and exploring
design spaces.
As the foundation of this work, a historical high-speed aircraft database was
constructed and is provided for reference. All regression models use this data. To vi-
sualize the relationships between design parameters and performance characteristics,
both correlation matrices and variable importance plots were presented.
Vehicle type is assessed in two ways. First, performance characteristics for all
vehicle types are plotted and grouped by vehicle type. Second, a classification model
is used to predict vehicle type across the entire range of data for performance charac-
teristics. Together, these figures provide a means for assessing which vehicle type is
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best suited for a given mission. Additional data is provided for various design param-
eters and performance characteristics. An initial reference configuration is developed
using linear and power regression models and equations. In this way, a set of rea-
sonable design parameters can be estimated with uncertainty bounds. Design spaces
are constructed by considering performance characteristics as a function of multiple
design parameters. For visualization, only two design parameters were considered
at a time to create 2D contour plots. These analysis methods provide a means for
quickly obtaining a set of reasonable aircraft configurations for a given set of mission
requirements based on the historical high-speed aircraft database. While the ini-
tialization process is outlined primarily for rocket-powered, air-launched hypersonic
vehicles, design data and models are also provided for other vehicle types.
An example has been provided to demonstrate how the design initialization
process might be used. The sample mission requirements were for a rocket-powered,
air-launched aircraft to fly at a maximum speed of Mach 8, reach a maximum altitude
of 250,000 ft, and carry a 1,000 lb payload. For these mission requirements, the vehicle
type is confirmed to be reasonable, estimates for weight and geometry are computed
with uncertainty, and initial design spaces are constructed and explored.
Future work could include several steps. Perhaps the most obvious next step
is increasing the extent of the high-speed aircraft database. This is particularly
important for vehicles that are not rocket-powered, air-launched. As new hypersonic
designs are developed, more information can be added to the database. There are
also other hypersonic vehicle types and examples to consider. Not all of the aircraft
in the database fit one of the four vehicle types considered in this thesis. Regarding
the initialization process itself, more performance characteristics can be included in
the analysis, such as range and cruise Mach. Additionally, the analysis could include
design parameters, such as more detailed geometry, engine requirements, and even
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drag estimates.
To improve the speed with which the initialization process can be used and the
ease with which the analysis methods can be applied, it would be beneficial to compile
each step of the process into a computer program. Rather than perform calculations
by hand or determine information visually from figures, these steps can be built into
a program. Additionally, such a program could include a greater number of analysis
options and more versatile analysis methods.
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Appendices
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Appendix A Database
The historical high-speed aircraft database is divided up into a series of cat-
egories and provided in figures, with the categories shown at the top of each figure.
All necessary units and descriptors are provided.
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Appendix B R Scripts
B.1 Variable Importance
The following R script evaluates variable importance for Rocket/Air-Launched
hypersonic vehicles. It is representative of scripts used to evaluate variable importance
for all vehicle types.
1 ########## Variable Importance - Rocket/Air -Launched ##########
2
3 ########## Opening Commands ##########
4
5 # Clear
6 rm(list=ls())
7 dev.off()
8 cat("\014")
9
10
11 # Set the working directory
12 setwd("C:/Users/dwils/OneDrive/Documents/R/Design Space/Rocket_
AirLaunched")
13
14 # Open Libraries
15 library(caret)
16
17 ########## Importing Data ##########
18
19 # Extract data from csv file
20 data_mach <- read.csv("Mach_Rocket_AirLaunched.csv")
21 data_payload <- read.csv("Payload_Rocket_AirLaunched.csv")
22 data_altitude <- read.csv("Altitude_Rocket_AirLaunched.csv")
23
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24 # Attach data frame
25 attach(data_mach)
26 attach(data_payload)
27 attach(data_altitude)
28
29 ########## Impute Missing Values ##########
30
31 # Set seed
32 set.seed (123)
33
34 # Impute missing values
35 PreImputeBag_mach <- preProcess(data_mach ,method="bagImpute")
36 dataIMP_mach <- predict(PreImputeBag_mach ,data_mach)
37
38 PreImputeBag_payload <- preProcess(data_payload ,method="bagImpute")
39 dataIMP_payload <- predict(PreImputeBag_payload ,data_payload)
40
41 PreImputeBag_altitude <- preProcess(data_altitude ,method="bagImpute"
)
42 dataIMP_altitude <- predict(PreImputeBag_altitude ,data_altitude)
43
44 ########## Importance of Variables ##########
45
46 # Build random forest model
47 modFit_mach <- train(Max.Speed~.,data=dataIMP_mach[,-1],
48 preProcess=c("center","scale"),
49 trControl=trainControl(method="cv", number =5),
50 method="rf",
51 importance=TRUE)
52
53 modFit_payload <- train(Payload~.,data=dataIMP_payload[,-1],
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54 preProcess=c("center","scale"),
55 trControl=trainControl(method="cv", number =5),
56 method="rf",
57 importance=TRUE)
58
59 modFit_altitude <- train(Altitude~.,data=dataIMP_altitude[,-1],
60 preProcess=c("center","scale"),
61 trControl=trainControl(method="cv", number =5),
62 method="rf",
63 importance=TRUE)
64
65 # Importance of parameters (Model Independent)(non -linear)
66 modImp_mach <- varImp(modFit_mach , scale=TRUE , useModel=FALSE ,
nonpara=TRUE)
67 modImp_mach
68 plot(modImp_mach)
69
70 modImp_payload <- varImp(modFit_payload , scale=TRUE , useModel=FALSE ,
nonpara=TRUE)
71 modImp_payload
72 plot(modImp_payload)
73
74 modImp_altitude <- varImp(modFit_altitude , scale=TRUE , useModel=
FALSE , nonpara=TRUE)
75 modImp_altitude
76 plot(modImp_altitude)
77
78 # End
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B.2 Correlation Matrices
The following R script produces a correlation matrix for Rocket/Air-Launched
hypersonic vehicles. It is representative of scripts used to produce correlation matrices
for all vehicle types. Additionally, it produces several different styles of correlation
matrices, but the one used for this thesis is produced using the PerformanceAnalytics
package.
1 ########## Correlation Matrix - Rocket/Air -Launched ##########
2
3 ########## Opening Commands ##########
4
5 # Clear
6 rm(list=ls())
7 dev.off()
8 cat("\014")
9
10 # Set the working directory
11 setwd("C:/Users/dwils/OneDrive/Documents/R/Design Space/Rocket_
AirLaunched")
12
13 # Open Libraries
14 library(caret)
15 library(GGally)
16 library(PerformanceAnalytics)
17 library(corrplot)
18
19 ########## Importing Data ##########
20
21 # Extract data from csv file
22 aircraft_data <- read.csv("All_Rocket_AirLaunched.csv")
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23
24 # Attach data frame
25 attach(aircraft_data)
26
27 ########## Visualizing Data ##########
28 # Swet is removed due to insufficient data
29
30 ggpairs(aircraft_data[,-c(1)])
31
32 chart.Correlation(aircraft_data[,-c(1 ,12)], histogram = FALSE ,
method = "pearson")
33
34 mydata.cor = cor(aircraft_data[,-c(1,12)])
35
36 corrplot(mydata.cor)
37
38 corrplot(mydata.cor , method = "number")
39
40 # End
B.3 Vehicle Types with Encircled Data
The following R script produces plots of aircraft data for maximum Mach
number, maximum altitude, and payload weight encircled and labeled by vehicle
type. Similar scripts were used to produce plots with various design parameters and
performance characteristics encircled and labeled by vehicle type.
1 ########## Vehicle Type - Performance Characteristics - Encircle
##########
2
3 ########## Opening Commands ##########
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45 # Clear
6 rm(list=ls())
7 dev.off()
8 cat("\014")
9
10
11 # Set the working directory (set to whatever directory contains
relevant files)
12 setwd("C:/Users/dwils/OneDrive/Documents/R/Design Space/Vehicle_Type
_Selection")
13
14 # Open Libraries
15 library(caret)
16 library(ggplot2)
17 library(ggalt)
18
19
20 ########## Importing Data ##########
21
22 # Extract data from csv file (whatever file has performance
characteristics and vehicle type data)
23 aircraft_data <- read.csv("4_Vehicle_Types_Performance_
Characteristics.csv")
24
25 # Attach data frame
26 attach(aircraft_data)
27
28 ########## Plotting Original Data - Maximum Mach vs. Maximum
Altitude ##########
29
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30 # Create subsets of the dataframe for each vehicle type
31 aircraft_type_1 <- aircraft_data[aircraft_data$Vehicle.Type == "Air -
Breather/Air -Launched/Booster", -c(1,5) ]
32 aircraft_type_2 <- aircraft_data[aircraft_data$Vehicle.Type == "Air -
Breather/HTO", -c(1,5) ]
33 aircraft_type_3 <- aircraft_data[aircraft_data$Vehicle.Type == "
Glider/Rocket -Boosted", -c(1,5) ]
34 aircraft_type_4 <- aircraft_data[aircraft_data$Vehicle.Type == "
Rocket/Air -Launched", -c(1,5) ]
35
36 # Plot the data points and encircle
37 ggplot(aircraft_data , aes(Max.Altitude , Max.Speed , col=Vehicle.Type)
) +
38 geom_point(aes(shape=Vehicle.Type), size =2) +
39 labs(x="Maximum Altitude [ft]",
40 y="Maximum Mach Number") +
41 xlim (1.2 * c(min(Max.Altitude), max(Max.Altitude))) +
42 ylim (1.2 * c(min(Max.Speed), max(Max.Speed))) +
43 geom_encircle(data = aircraft_type_1, aes(fill=Vehicle.Type),
alpha =0.3, s_shape=0, expand =0.05 , spread =0.1, size =1) +
44 geom_encircle(data = aircraft_type_2, aes(fill=Vehicle.Type),
alpha =0.3, s_shape=0, expand =0.05 , spread =0.1, size =1) +
45 geom_encircle(data = aircraft_type_3, aes(fill=Vehicle.Type),
alpha =0.3, s_shape=0, expand =0.05 , spread =0.01 , size =1) +
46 geom_encircle(data = aircraft_type_4, aes(fill=Vehicle.Type),
alpha =0.3, s_shape =0.75 , expand =0.05 , spread =0.1, size =1) +
47 theme_bw(base_size = 12) +
48 labs(color = "Vehicle Type") +
49 labs(shape = "Vehicle Type") +
50 labs(fill = "Vehicle Type")
51
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52 ########## Plotting Original Data - Maximum Mach vs. Payload Weight
##########
53
54 # Create subsets of the dataframe for each vehicle type
55 aircraft_type_1 <- aircraft_data[aircraft_data$Vehicle.Type == "Air -
Breather/Air -Launched/Booster", -c(1,4) ]
56 aircraft_type_2 <- aircraft_data[aircraft_data$Vehicle.Type == "Air -
Breather/HTO", -c(1,4) ]
57 aircraft_type_3 <- aircraft_data[aircraft_data$Vehicle.Type == "
Glider/Rocket -Boosted", -c(1,4) ]
58 aircraft_type_4 <- aircraft_data[aircraft_data$Vehicle.Type == "
Rocket/Air -Launched", -c(1,4) ]
59
60 # Plot the data points and encircle
61 ggplot(aircraft_data , aes(W_payload , Max.Speed , col=Vehicle.Type)) +
62 geom_point(aes(shape=Vehicle.Type), size =2) +
63 labs(x="Payload Weight [lb]",
64 y="Maximum Mach Number") +
65 xlim (1.2 * c(min(W_payload), max(W_payload))) +
66 ylim (1.2 * c(min(Max.Speed), max(Max.Speed))) +
67 geom_encircle(data = aircraft_type_1, aes(fill=Vehicle.Type),
alpha =0.3, s_shape=0, expand =0.05 , spread =0.01 , size =1) +
68 geom_encircle(data = aircraft_type_2, aes(fill=Vehicle.Type),
alpha =0.3, s_shape=0, expand =0.15 , spread =0.01 , size =1) +
69 geom_encircle(data = aircraft_type_3, aes(fill=Vehicle.Type),
alpha =0.3, s_shape=0, expand =0.05 , spread =0.01 , size =1) +
70 geom_encircle(data = aircraft_type_4, aes(fill=Vehicle.Type),
alpha =0.3, s_shape=0, expand =0.075 , spread =0.01 , size =1) +
71 theme_bw(base_size = 12) +
72 labs(color = "Vehicle Type") +
73 labs(shape = "Vehicle Type") +
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74 labs(fill = "Vehicle Type")
75
76 ########## Plotting Original Data - Maximum Altitude vs. Payload
Weight ##########
77
78 # Create subsets of the dataframe for each vehicle type
79 aircraft_type_1 <- aircraft_data[aircraft_data$Vehicle.Type == "Air -
Breather/Air -Launched/Booster", -c(1,3) ]
80 aircraft_type_2 <- aircraft_data[aircraft_data$Vehicle.Type == "Air -
Breather/HTO", -c(1,3) ]
81 aircraft_type_3 <- aircraft_data[aircraft_data$Vehicle.Type == "
Glider/Rocket -Boosted", -c(1,3) ]
82 aircraft_type_4 <- aircraft_data[aircraft_data$Vehicle.Type == "
Rocket/Air -Launched", -c(1,3) ]
83
84 # Plot the data points and encircle
85 ggplot(aircraft_data , aes(W_payload , Max.Altitude , col=Vehicle.Type)
) +
86 geom_point(aes(shape=Vehicle.Type), size =2) +
87 labs(x="Payload Weight [lb]",
88 y="Maximum Altitude [ft]") +
89 xlim (1.2 * c(min(W_payload), max(W_payload))) +
90 ylim (1.2 * c(min(Max.Altitude), max(Max.Altitude))) +
91 geom_encircle(data = aircraft_type_1, aes(fill=Vehicle.Type),
alpha =0.3, s_shape=0, expand =0.05 , spread =0.01 , size =1) +
92 geom_encircle(data = aircraft_type_2, aes(fill=Vehicle.Type),
alpha =0.3,s_shape=0, expand =0.15 , spread =0.01 , size =1) +
93 geom_encircle(data = aircraft_type_3, aes(fill=Vehicle.Type),
alpha =0.3,s_shape=0, expand =0.1, spread =100, size =1) +
94 geom_encircle(data = aircraft_type_4, aes(fill=Vehicle.Type),
alpha =0.3,s_shape=0, expand =0.1, spread =100, size =1) +
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95 theme_bw(base_size = 12) +
96 labs(color = "Vehicle Type") +
97 labs(shape = "Vehicle Type") +
98 labs(fill = "Vehicle Type")
99
100 # Note: coding this way allows for individual control of tuning
parameters for each vehicle type.
101
102 # End
B.4 Vehicle Type Model
The following R script produces models for predicting vehicle type based on
maximum Mach number and maximum altitude using both decision tree and random
forest machine learning algorithms. The results of the random forest model are plotted
across the ranges of the aircraft data.
1 ########## Vehicle Type - Performance Characteristics - Model
##########
2
3 ########## Opening Commands ##########
4
5 # Clear
6 rm(list=ls())
7 dev.off()
8 cat("\014")
9
10
11 # Set the working directory (set to whatever directory contains
relevant files)
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12 setwd("C:/Users/dwils/OneDrive/Documents/R/Design Space/Vehicle_Type
_Selection")
13
14 # Open Libraries
15 library(caret)
16 library(ggplot2)
17
18 ########## Importing Data ##########
19
20 # Extract data from csv file (whatever file has performance
characteristics and vehicle type data)
21 aircraft_data <- read.csv("4_Vehicle_Types_Performance_
Characteristics.csv")
22
23 # Attach data frame
24 attach(aircraft_data)
25
26 ########## Impute Missing Values ##########
27
28 # Set seed
29 set.seed (123)
30
31 # Impute missing values
32 PreImputeBag <- preProcess(aircraft_data ,method="bagImpute")
33 dataIMP <- predict(PreImputeBag ,aircraft_data)
34
35 ########## Plotting Original Data ##########
36
37 ggplot(aircraft_data , aes(Max.Altitude , Max.Speed , col=Vehicle.Type)
) +
38 geom_point(aes(shape=Vehicle.Type), size =2) +
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39 labs(x="Maximum Altitude [ft]",
40 y="Maximum Mach Number") +
41 xlim (1.2 * c(min(Max.Altitude), max(Max.Altitude))) +
42 ylim (1.2 * c(min(Max.Speed), max(Max.Speed))) +
43 theme_bw(base_size = 12) +
44 labs(color = "Vehicle Type") +
45 labs(shape = "Vehicle Type") +
46 labs(fill = "Vehicle Type")
47
48 ggplot(aircraft_data , aes(W_payload , Max.Speed , col=Vehicle.Type)) +
49 geom_point(aes(shape=Vehicle.Type), size =2) +
50 labs(x="Payload Weight [lb]",
51 y="Maximum Mach Number") +
52 xlim (1.2 * c(min(W_payload), max(W_payload))) +
53 ylim (1.2 * c(min(Max.Speed), max(Max.Speed))) +
54 theme_bw(base_size = 12) +
55 labs(color = "Vehicle Type") +
56 labs(shape = "Vehicle Type") +
57 labs(fill = "Vehicle Type")
58
59 ggplot(aircraft_data , aes(W_payload , Max.Altitude , col=Vehicle.Type)
) +
60 geom_point(aes(shape=Vehicle.Type), size =2) +
61 labs(x="Payload Weight [lb]",
62 y="Maximum Altitude [ft]") +
63 xlim (1.2 * c(min(W_payload), max(W_payload))) +
64 ylim (1.2 * c(min(Max.Altitude), max(Max.Altitude))) +
65 theme_bw(base_size = 12) +
66 labs(color = "Vehicle Type") +
67 labs(shape = "Vehicle Type") +
68 labs(fill = "Vehicle Type")
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69
70 ########## Build Models ##########
71
72 # Build random forest model
73 set.seed (123)
74 modFit_rf <- train(Vehicle.Type~.,data=dataIMP[,-c(1,5)],
75 preProcess=c("center","scale"),
76 trControl=trainControl(method="cv", number =5),
77 method="rf",
78 importance=TRUE)
79
80 # Importance of parameters (Model Dependent) (Random Forest)
81 modImp2 <- varImp(modFit_rf , scale=TRUE , useModel=TRUE , nonpara=TRUE
)
82 modImp2
83 plot(modImp2)
84
85 confusionMatrix(modFit_rf)
86
87 # Build decision tree model
88 set.seed (123)
89 modFit_dt <- train(Vehicle.Type~.,data=dataIMP[,-c(1,5)],
90 preProcess=c("center","scale"),
91 trControl=trainControl(method="cv", number =5),
92 method="rpart",
93 parms = list(split = "gini"))
94 confusionMatrix(modFit_dt)
95
96 ########## Visualize Vehicle Space ##########
97
98 # Create combinations of variables within data ranges
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99 x1fit = seq(min(dataIMP$Max.Altitude),max(dataIMP$Max.Altitude),
length =200)
100 x2fit = seq(min(dataIMP$Max.Speed),max(dataIMP$Max.Speed),length
=200)
101
102 # Collect all combinations into a dataframe
103 combos = expand.grid(Max.Altitude = x1fit , Max.Speed = x2fit)
104
105 # Create an empty yfit vector
106 yfit <- {}
107
108 # Calculate the vehicle type for each set of inputs
109 for (i in 1:40000){
110 grid = data.frame(Max.Altitude=combos[i,1], Max.Speed=combos[i
,2])
111 yfit[i] <- predict(modFit_rf ,grid)
112 }
113 # For whatever reason , yfit cannot capture the factors , so it only
stores numbers.
114 # In this case , the numbers correspond to the vehicle types as
follows:
115 # 1 - Air -Breather/Air -Launched/Booster
116 # 2 - Air -Breather/HTO
117 # 3 - Glider/Rocket -Boosted
118 # 4 - Rocket/Air -Launched
119
120 # Create a new data frame with inputs and vehicle type prediction
121 new_combos = data.frame(cbind(combos ,yfit))
122
123 # Change the number labels to the actual vehicle types in "yfit"
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124 new_combos[new_combos$yfit == 1, "yfit"] <- "Air -Breather/Air -
Launched/Booster"
125 new_combos[new_combos$yfit == 2, "yfit"] <- "Air -Breather/HTO"
126 new_combos[new_combos$yfit == 3, "yfit"] <- "Glider/Rocket -Boosted"
127 new_combos[new_combos$yfit == 4, "yfit"] <- "Rocket/Air -Launched"
128
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130 # Plot vehicle type for Max Speed and Max Altitude
131 ggplot(new_combos , aes(Max.Altitude , Max.Speed , col=yfit)) +
132 geom_point(size =2) +
133 labs(x="Maximum Altitude [ft]",
134 y="Maximum Mach Number") +
135 xlim (1.2 * c(min(Max.Altitude), max(Max.Altitude))) +
136 ylim (1.2 * c(min(Max.Speed), max(Max.Speed))) +
137 theme_bw(base_size = 12) +
138 labs(color = "Vehicle Type")
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140
141 ########## Predict Using Model ##########
142
143 # Create dataframe for given performance characteristics
144 values = data.frame(Max.Altitude = 200000 , Max.Speed = 8)
145
146 # Predict Vehicle Type
147 vehicle_type <- predict(modFit_rf ,values)
148
149 # End
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B.5 Multivariable Regression Model Using All Design Pa-
rameters
The following R script produces models for predicting the 3 performance char-
acteristics as a function of all 12 design parameters for Rocket/Air-Launched hyper-
sonic vehicles. It is representative of similar scripts for other vehicle types. All models
for Rocket/Air-Launched vehicles use a polynomial SVM regression machine learning
algorithm, but all other vehicle types use linear regression.
1 ########## Full Model - Rocket/Air -Launched ##########
2
3 ########## Opening Commands ##########
4
5 # Clear
6 rm(list=ls())
7 dev.off()
8 cat("\014")
9
10 # Set the working directory
11 setwd("C:/Users/dwils/OneDrive/Documents/R/Design Space/Rocket_
AirLaunched")
12
13 # Open Libraries
14 library(caret)
15
16 ########## Importing Data ##########
17
18 # Extract data from csv file
19 data_mach <- read.csv("Mach_Rocket_AirLaunched.csv")
20 data_payload <- read.csv("Payload_Rocket_AirLaunched.csv")
21 data_altitude <- read.csv("Altitude_Rocket_AirLaunched.csv")
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22
23 # Attach data frame
24 attach(data_mach)
25 attach(data_payload)
26 attach(data_altitude)
27
28 ########## Impute Missing Values ##########
29
30 # Impute missing values
31 set.seed (123)
32 PreImputeBag_mach <- preProcess(data_mach ,method="bagImpute")
33 dataIMP_mach <- predict(PreImputeBag_mach ,data_mach)
34 set.seed (123)
35 PreImputeBag_payload <- preProcess(data_payload ,method="bagImpute")
36 dataIMP_payload <- predict(PreImputeBag_payload ,data_payload)
37 set.seed (123)
38 PreImputeBag_altitude <- preProcess(data_altitude ,method="bagImpute"
)
39 dataIMP_altitude <- predict(PreImputeBag_altitude ,data_altitude)
40
41 ########## Build Models With All Variables ##########
42
43 # New data with important variables
44 newdata_mach <- dataIMP_mach[,-c(1,13)]
45 newdata_payload <- dataIMP_payload[,-c(1,13)]
46 newdata_altitude <- dataIMP_altitude[,-c(1,13)]
47
48 # Build polynomial svm model
49 set.seed (123)
50 modFit_mach <- train(Max.Speed~.,data=newdata_mach ,
51 preProcess=c("center","scale"),
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52 trControl=trainControl(method="cv", number =5),
53 method="svmPoly",
54 importance=TRUE)
55 summary(modFit_mach$finalModel)
56 print(modFit_mach)
57 plot(modFit_mach)
58
59 set.seed (123)
60 modFit_payload <- train(Payload~.,data=newdata_payload ,
61 preProcess=c("center","scale"),
62 trControl=trainControl(method="cv", number
=5),
63 method="svmPoly",
64 importance=TRUE)
65 summary(modFit_payload$finalModel)
66 print(modFit_payload)
67 plot(modFit_payload)
68
69 set.seed (123)
70 modFit_altitude <- train(Altitude~.,data=newdata_altitude ,
71 preProcess=c("center","scale"),
72 trControl=trainControl(method="cv", number
=5),
73 method="svmPoly",
74 importance=TRUE)
75 summary(modFit_altitude$finalModel)
76 print(modFit_altitude)
77 plot(modFit_altitude)
78
79
80 ########## Test Design Parameter Values ##########
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81
82 # Test set of design parameters
83 L = 54.6
84 b = 26.1
85 Splan = 524
86 GTOW = 49130
87 We = 16210
88 Wf = 31930
89 Vtotal = 1200
90 Swet = 1153
91 sf = 0.33
92 ff = 0.65
93 AR = 1.3
94 Kw = 2.2
95
96 test_data <- data.frame("Length"=L,"Wingspan"=b,"Planform.Area"=
Splan ,"W_to"=GTOW ,"W_empty"=We ,"W_fuel"=Wf ,
97 "V_total"=Vtotal ,"S_wet"=Swet ,"sf"=sf,"ff"=
ff,"AR"=AR,"K_w"=Kw)
98
99 # Predict performance
100 yfit_mach <- predict(modFit_mach ,test_data)
101 yfit_payload <- predict(modFit_payload ,test_data)
102 yfit_altitude <- predict(modFit_altitude ,test_data)
103
104 yfit <- data.frame("Max.Mach" = yfit_mach , "Payload" = yfit_payload ,
"Max.Altitude" = yfit_altitude)
105
106 yfit
107
108 # End
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B.6 Contour Plots
The following R script produces contour plots of maximum Mach number
as a function of fuel fraction and aspect ratio for Rocket/Air-Launched hypersonic
vehicles. It is representative of scripts used to produce contour plots for all vehicle
types. All contour plots for Rocket/Air-Launched vehicles use a polynomial SVM
regression machine learning algorithm, but all other vehicle types use linear regression.
1 ########## Contour Design Space - Mach - Rocket/Air -Launched
##########
2
3 ########## Opening Commands ##########
4
5 # Clear
6 rm(list=ls())
7 dev.off()
8 cat("\014")
9
10 # Set the working directory
11 setwd("C:/Users/dwils/OneDrive/Documents/R/Design Space/Rocket_
AirLaunched")
12
13 # Open Libraries
14 library(caret)
15 library(ggplot2)
16 library(metR)
17 library(directlabels)
18
19 ########## Importing Data ##########
20
21 # Extract data from csv file
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22 aircraft_data <- read.csv("Mach_Rocket_AirLaunched.csv")
23
24 # Attach data frame
25 attach(aircraft_data)
26
27 ########## Impute Missing Values ##########
28
29 # Set seed
30 set.seed (123)
31
32 # Impute missing values
33 PreImputeBag <- preProcess(aircraft_data ,method="bagImpute")
34 dataIMP <- predict(PreImputeBag ,aircraft_data)
35
36 ########## Build Models with Most Important Variables ##########
37 # Take only most important parameters
38 # All dimensionless - ff, AR
39
40 # New data with important variables
41 newdata <- dataIMP[,c(2,12,14)]
42
43 # Build polynomial svm model
44 modFit_svmP <- train(Max.Speed~.,data=newdata ,
45 preProcess=c("center","scale"),
46 trControl=trainControl(method="cv", number =5),
47 method="svmPoly",
48 importance=TRUE)
49 summary(modFit_svmP$finalModel)
50 print(modFit_svmP)
51 plot(modFit_svmP)
52
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53
54 ########## Visualize Design Space ##########
55
56 x1fit <- seq(min(AR),max(AR),length =10)
57 x2fit <- seq(min(ff),max(ff),length =10)
58 grid <- expand.grid(AR = x1fit , ff = x2fit)
59 yfit <- predict(modFit_svmP ,grid)
60
61 combined <- cbind(grid ,yfit)
62 names(combined) <- c(’AR’, ’ff’, ’Max.Speed ’)
63
64 plot1 <- ggplot(combined , aes(x = AR, y = ff, z = Max.Speed)) +
65 geom_contour(aes(colour = .. level ..)) +
66 theme_bw(base_size = 12)
67
68 plot2 <- direct.label(plot1 , ’top.pieces ’)
69
70 plot2
71
72 # End
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Appendix C MATLAB Scripts
C.1 Linear Regression Model
The following MATLAB script produces a linear regression model with un-
certainty for planform area as a function of operating weight empty for Rocket/Air-
Launched hypersonic vehicles. It is representative of scripts used to build linear
regression models with a variety of parameters for all vehicle types.
1 %% Regression Analysis for Linear Fit with Uncertainty - Daniel
Wilson
2
3 clear
4 clc
5 close all
6
7 %% Import Data
8
9 % Input
10 y_axis = ’Planform Area ($S_{plan}$)’; % Variable for y axis
11 x_axis = ’Operating Weight Empty ($OWE$)’; % Variable for x axis
12 y_axis_units = ’ [$ft ^{2}$]’; % Units for y axis
13 x_axis_units = ’ [lb]’; % Units for x axis
14 x_label = strcat(x_axis ,x_axis_units); % Create axis title for x-
axis
15 y_label = strcat(y_axis ,y_axis_units); % Create axis title for y-
axis
16 filename = ’All_Regression_Rocket_AirLaunched.csv’; % Enter filename
for csv file with data
17
18 % Imoport Data from Excel
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19 T = readtable(filename); % Extract data from Excel spreadsheet and
store in variable data
20 y = T.Planform_Area; % Store independent variable data in variable y
21 x = T.OWE; % Store dependent variable data in variable x
22
23 % Remove rows containing NaN
24 ind1 = ~isnan(y); % Identify any empty cells containing ’NaN ’ in y
25 y = y(ind1); % Only keep filled cells in y
26 x = x(ind1); % Only keep filled cells in x
27
28 ind2 = ~isnan(x); % Identify any empty cells containing ’NaN ’ in x
29 x = x(ind2); % Only keep filled cells in x
30 y = y(ind2); % Only keep filled cells in y
31
32 %% Create Regression Model
33
34 % Perform Regression Analysis
35 p = polyfit(x,y,1); % Create a linear regression on data
36 m = p(1); % First coefficient of fit
37 b = p(2); % Second coefficient of fit
38
39 %% Create Confidence Band
40
41 % Calculate Syx (Standard error of fit)
42 N = length(x); % Number of data points
43 nu = N - (1 + 1); % Degrees of freedom
44 y_c = b + m.*x; % Curve fit
45 Syx = sqrt(sum((y - y_c).^2)/nu); % Standard error of fit
46
47 % Student ’s t Variable
48 t = tinv (0.975 ,nu); % Student ’s t variable at 95% confidence
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49
50 % Scheffe Band
51 x_more = linspace(min(x),max(x) ,1000); % Create a new vector of x
values (with more)
52 scheffe = t*Syx*sqrt ((1/N)+((( x_more - mean(x)).^2)/sum((x - mean(x)
).^2))); % Calculating the Scheffe band for range of x
53
54 % Curve Fit with Confidence Interval (Power Form)
55 y_c = b + m.* x_more; % Curve fit in power form
56 y_c_plus = y_c + scheffe; % Upper bound for Scheffe band
57 y_c_minus = y_c - scheffe; % Lower bound for Scheffe band
58
59 %% Plot
60
61 figure % Create new figure
62 plot(x,y,’blue’,’Marker ’,’o’,’MarkerSize ’,4,’MarkerFaceColor ’,’blue’
,’LineStyle ’,’none’) % Plot original data on standard plot
63 hold on % Keep plot
64 plot(x_more ,y_c ,’red’,’LineWidth ’ ,1) % Plot curve fit on standard
plot
65 hold on % Keep plot
66 plot(x_more ,y_c_plus ,’black’,’LineStyle ’,’--’,’LineWidth ’ ,1) % Plot
upper bound of Scheffe band on standard plot
67 hold on % Keep plot
68 plot(x_more ,y_c_minus ,’black’,’LineStyle ’,’--’,’LineWidth ’ ,1) % Plot
lower bound of Scheffe band on standard plot
69
70 set(gca ,’Units’,’normalized ’,’Position ’ ,[0.1 0.1 0.8 0.8],’FontSize ’
,9,’FontName ’,’Times’) % Set the axis porperties
71 xlabel(x_label ,’interpreter ’,’latex’,’FontSize ’ ,10) % Create label
for x-axis
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72 ylabel(y_label ,’interpreter ’,’latex’,’FontSize ’ ,10) % Create label
for y-axis
73 legend(’Aircraft Data’,’Regression Model’,’95% Confidence Band’,’
interpreter ’,’latex ’,’FontSize ’,10,’Location ’,’NorthWest ’) %
Create legend for plot
74 grid on % Add grid marks
75 grid minor % Add minor grid marks
76
77 % Add equation
78 equation = sprintf(’$S_{plan} = %0.1f + %0.4f (OWE) $’, b, m); %
Equation
79 dim = [0.45 0.15 0.1 0.1]; % Location
80 annotation(’textbox ’,dim ,’String ’,equation ,’FitBoxToText ’,’on’,’
interpreter ’,’latex ’,’FontSize ’,10,’BackgroundColor ’,’white ’); %
Placed on graph
81
82 % Print plot
83 print(’ff_Mach_Rocket_log ’,’-depsc ’) % Save plot to file
84
85 %% Results
86
87 % Display Results
88 fprintf(’\n Correlation Equation: y = %0.4f + %0.4f x \n b = %0.4f \
n m = %0.4f \n\n’,b,m,b,m) % Display correlation
89
90 %% Assess Given Input
91
92 % Input x Value
93 x_input = input(’Enter x value: ’); % Take input x value
94
95 % Predict y Value
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96 y_c_output = b + m.* x_input; % Predicted y value for given x input
97
98 % Calculate the Confidence Interval
99 scheffe_output = t*Syx*sqrt ((1/N)+((( x_input - mean(x)).^2)/sum((x -
mean(x)).^2))); % Calculate the Scheffe band for given x input
100 y_c_plus_output = y_c_output + scheffe_output; % Upper bound of
confidence interval
101 y_c_minus_output = y_c_output - scheffe_output; % Lower bound of
confidence interval
102
103 % Display Results
104 fprintf(’\n Input x value: %0.2f \n Predicted y value: %0.4f \n
Upper Bound: %0.4f \n Lower Bound: %0.4f \n\n’,x_input ,y_c_output
,y_c_plus_output ,y_c_minus_output) % Display results
105
106 % End
C.2 Power Regression Model
The following MATLAB script produces a power regression model with un-
certainty for fuel fraction as a function of maximum Mach number for Rocket/Air-
Launched hypersonic vehicles. It is representative of scripts used to build power
regression models with a variety of parameters.
1 %% Regression Analysis for Power Fit with Uncertainty - Daniel
Wilson
2
3 clear
4 clc
5 close all
6
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7 %% Import Data
8
9 % Input
10 y_axis = ’Fuel Fraction ($ff$)’; % Variable for y axis
11 x_axis = ’Maximum Mach Number ($M_{max}$)’; % Variable for x axis
12 y_axis_units = ’’; % Units for y axis
13 x_axis_units = ’’; % Units for x axis
14 x_label = strcat(x_axis ,x_axis_units); % Create axis title for x-
axis
15 y_label = strcat(y_axis ,y_axis_units); % Create axis title for y-
axis
16 filename = ’All_Regression_Rocket_AirLaunched.csv’; % Enter filename
for csv file with data
17
18 % Imoport Data from Excel
19 T = readtable(filename); % Extract data from Excel spreadsheet and
store in variable data
20 y = T.ff; % Store independent variable data in variable y
21 x = T.Max_Speed; % Store dependent variable data in variable x
22
23 % Remove rows containing NaN
24 ind1 = ~isnan(y); % Identify any empty cells containing ’NaN ’ in y
25 y = y(ind1); % Only keep filled cells in y
26 x = x(ind1); % Only keep filled cells in x
27
28 ind2 = ~isnan(x); % Identify any empty cells containing ’NaN ’ in x
29 x = x(ind2); % Only keep filled cells in x
30 y = y(ind2); % Only keep filled cells in y
31
32 %% Create Regression Model
33
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34 % Convert to Linear Form
35 y_log = log10(y); % Take the log10 of all the y data
36 x_log = log10(x); % Take the log10 of all the x data
37
38 % Perform Regression Analysis
39 p = polyfit(x_log ,y_log ,1); % Create a linear regression on the log
data
40 a_1 = p(1); % First coefficient of fit
41 a_0 = p(2); % Second coefficient of fit
42
43 % Convert to Power Form (y=bx^m)
44 b = 10^a_0; % Coefficient
45 m = a_1; % Exponent
46
47 %% Create Confidence Band
48
49 % Calculate Syx (Standard error of fit)
50 N = length(x); % Number of data points
51 nu = N - (1 + 1); % Degrees of freedom
52 y_c_log = a_0 + a_1.* x_log; % Curve fit in linear (log) form
53 Syx = sqrt(sum(( y_log - y_c_log).^2)/nu); % Standard error of fit
54
55 % Student ’s t Variable
56 t = tinv (0.975 ,nu); % Student ’s t variable at 95% confidence
57
58 % Scheffe Band
59 x_log_more = linspace(min(x_log),max(x_log) ,1000); % Create a new
vector of x_log values (with more)
60 scheffe = t*Syx*sqrt ((1/N)+((( x_log_more - mean(x_log)).^2)/sum((
x_log - mean(x_log)).^2))); % Calculating the Scheffe band for
the linear form (log) for range of x
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62 % Curve Fit with Confidence Interval (Power Form)
63 x_more = linspace(min(x),max(x) ,1000); % Create a new vector of x
values (with more)
64 y_c = b.* x_more .^m; % Curve fit in power form
65 y_c_plus = y_c .*10.^( scheffe); % Upper bound for Scheffe band
66 y_c_minus = y_c .*10.^( - scheffe); % Lower bound for Scheffe band
67
68
69 %% Plot on loglog
70
71 figure % Create new figure
72 loglog(x,y,’blue’,’Marker ’,’o’,’MarkerSize ’,4,’MarkerFaceColor ’,’
blue’,’LineStyle ’,’none’) % Plot original data on loglog plot
73 hold on % Keep plot
74 loglog(x_more ,y_c ,’red’,’LineWidth ’ ,1) % Plot curve fit on loglog
plot
75 hold on % Keep plot
76 loglog(x_more ,y_c_plus ,’black’,’LineStyle ’,’--’,’LineWidth ’ ,1) %
Plot upper bound of Scheffe band on loglog plot
77 hold on % Keep plot
78 loglog(x_more ,y_c_minus ,’black’,’LineStyle ’,’--’,’LineWidth ’ ,1) %
Plot lower bound of Scheffe band on loglog plot
79
80 set(gca ,’Units’,’normalized ’,’Position ’ ,[0.1 0.1 0.8 0.8],’FontSize ’
,9,’FontName ’,’Times’) % Set the axis porperties
81 xlabel(x_label ,’interpreter ’,’latex’,’FontSize ’ ,10) % Create label
for x-axis
82 ylabel(y_label ,’interpreter ’,’latex’,’FontSize ’ ,10) % Create label
for y-axis
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83 legend(’Aircraft Data’,’Regression Model’,’95% Confidence Band’,’
interpreter ’,’latex ’,’FontSize ’,10,’Location ’,’NorthWest ’) %
Create legend for plot
84 grid on % Add grid marks
85
86 % Add equation
87 equation = sprintf(’$ff = %0.4f (M_{max}) ^{%0.4f}$’, b, m); %
Equation
88 dim = [0.55 0.15 0.1 0.1]; % Location
89 annotation(’textbox ’,dim ,’String ’,equation ,’FitBoxToText ’,’on’,’
interpreter ’,’latex ’,’FontSize ’,10,’BackgroundColor ’,’white ’); %
Placed on graph
90
91 % Print plot
92 print(’ff_Mach_Rocket_log ’,’-depsc ’) % Save plot to file
93
94 %% Plot on regular plot
95
96 % Create plot
97 figure % Create new figure
98 plot(x,y,’blue’,’Marker ’,’o’,’MarkerSize ’,4,’MarkerFaceColor ’,’blue’
,’LineStyle ’,’none’) % Plot original data on standard plot
99 hold on % Keep plot
100 plot(x_more ,y_c ,’red’,’LineWidth ’ ,1) % Plot curve fit on standard
plot
101 hold on % Keep plot
102 plot(x_more ,y_c_plus ,’black’,’LineStyle ’,’--’,’LineWidth ’ ,1) % Plot
upper bound of Scheffe band on standard plot
103 hold on % Keep plot
104 plot(x_more ,y_c_minus ,’black’,’LineStyle ’,’--’,’LineWidth ’ ,1) % Plot
lower bound of Scheffe band on standard plot
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105
106 % Edit plot
107 set(gca ,’Units’,’normalized ’,’Position ’ ,[0.1 0.1 0.8 0.8],’FontSize ’
,9,’FontName ’,’Times’) % Set the axis porperties
108 xlabel(x_label ,’interpreter ’,’latex’,’FontSize ’ ,10) % Create label
for x-axis
109 ylabel(y_label ,’interpreter ’,’latex’,’FontSize ’ ,10) % Create label
for y-axis
110 legend(’Aircraft Data’,’Regression Model’,’95% Confidence Band’,’
interpreter ’,’latex ’,’FontSize ’,10,’Location ’,’NorthWest ’) %
Create legend for plot
111 grid on % Add grid marks
112 grid minor % Add minor grid marks
113
114 % Add equation
115 equation = sprintf(’$ff = %0.4f (M_{max}) ^{%0.4f}$’, b, m); %
Equation
116 dim = [0.5 0.2 0.1 0.1]; % Location
117 annotation(’textbox ’,dim ,’String ’,equation ,’FitBoxToText ’,’on’,’
interpreter ’,’latex ’,’FontSize ’,10,’BackgroundColor ’,’white ’); %
Placed on graph
118
119 % Print plot
120 print(’ff_Mach_Rocket_regular ’,’-depsc ’) % Save plot to file
121
122
123 %% Results
124
125 % Display Results
126 fprintf(’\n Correlation Equation: y = %0.4f x ^(%0.4f)\n b = %0.4f \
n m = %0.4f \n\n’,b,m,b,m) % Display correlation
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127
128
129 %% Assess Given Input
130
131 % Input x Value
132 x_input = input(’Enter x value: ’); % Take input x value
133
134 % Predict y Value
135 y_c_output = b.*( x_input .^m); % Predicted y value for given x input
136
137 % Calculate the Confidence Interval
138 x_input_log = log10(x_input); % Take log10 of x input
139 scheffe_output = t*Syx*sqrt ((1/N)+((( x_input_log - mean(x_log)).^2)/
sum(( x_log - mean(x_log)).^2))); % Calculate the Scheffe band for
given x input
140 y_c_plus_output = y_c_output .*10.^( scheffe_output); % Upper bound of
confidence interval
141 y_c_minus_output = y_c_output .*10.^( - scheffe_output); % Lower bound
of confidence interval
142
143 % Display Results
144 fprintf(’\n Input x value: %0.2f \n Predicted y value: %0.4f \n
Upper Bound: %0.4f \n Lower Bound: %0.4f \n\n’,x_input ,y_c_output
,y_c_plus_output ,y_c_minus_output) % Display results
145
146 % End
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